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Abstract

Microchannel heat exchangers are being considered for use in the Generation IV nu-

clear reactors for their ability to provide increased thermal efficiency in a small volume

relative to other types of heat exchangers via an extremely high surface area-to-volume

ratio. Three distinct analysis methods that may be used to evaluate the technology

are presented in this work: finite element method modelling, application of smoothed

particle hydrodynamics, and Kriging-based optimization. The finite element method

model generated for a single pair of channels for the hot and cold working fluids yields

results that agree with those produced using the effectiveness-number of transfer units

method, and is a suitable base for the optimization performed. More complex free

surface flows are effectively modelled using smoothed particle hydrodynamics in a

number of demonstrative cases, including boiling flow through a heated channel. The

results generated with this method qualitatively simulate the observed physics and

match analytical solutions in problems where one exists, although further evaluation

of the VrSuite solvers must occur once additional data extraction capabilities are

introduced. An initial optimization of a microchannel heat exchanger is performed

using the effectiveness-number of transfer units method once more, determining an

optimal design with an objective function value of 0.081 that is obtained through a

combination of a 3.29 m long channel, 0.023 m channel width, a 0.0001 m wall thick-

ness between channels, and hot and cold inlet flow velocity of 3.91 m/s. A preliminary

optimization using finite element methods is also performed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the first commercial nuclear power station started operation in the 1950’s, there

have been two distinct trends in the total net operating capacity of the world’s fleet of

commercial nuclear reactors. Between the infancy of the industry and the mid-1990’s,

there was a somewhat steady increase in operating capacity, where nuclear power’s

share in the world’s overall power generation reached a historic peak of 17% in 1993

with a global net operating capacity of approximately 360 GWe [1].

Figure 1.1: The net operating capacity and total number of nuclear reactors in the
world since 1954 [1].

1
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Since then, the overall net operating capacity in the world has remained fairly steady,

hitting a peak of 375 GWe in 2010 and subsequently falling slightly to a current

installed capacity of 371 GWe, a decline due in large part to the Fukushima acci-

dent [1, 2]. Despite this small drop in overall operating capacity, nuclear power still

holds approximately a 11% of the world’s overall power generation, and is a key

contributor to meeting ever-increasing global energy demands [1]. The current esti-

mate of the world’s population is approximately 7.18 billion people, a figure that is

projected to rise to nearly 9.38 billion people by the year 2050 [3]. This population

growth imposes a significant increase in the demand for energy, which is expected to

grow 81% from the 19,004 TWh quoted for 2011 to 34,454 TWh in the year 2035 [4].

Nuclear energy is a viable option for meeting the increased load imposed by a larger

population as it “is especially suitable for large-scale, continuous electricity demands

which [require] reliability (i.e. base-load), and hence ideally matched to increasing

urbanisation worldwide [4].” Furthermore, nuclear power generation offers low lifecy-

cle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity when compared with other methods of

producing electricity, exhibited in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: The lifecycle GHG emissions intensity of various power generation
methods [5].
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Nuclear technologies are also promising from an economic point of view. An often

cited metric for evaluating the competitiveness of the various energy generation tech-

nologies is the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), which represents “per-kilowatthour

cost (in real dollars) of building and operating a generating plant over an assumed fi-

nancial life and duty cycle,” including factors such as capital, fuel, and operations and

maintenance costs [6]. A recent projection of costs associated with plants expected to

enter service in 2019 estimates nuclear power generation to have an average LCOE of

86.1 $/MWh, a figure that is much lower than the 95.6 $/MWh of conventional coal,

103.8 $/MWh of advanced combustion turbine natural gas, and the 102.6 $/MWh of

biomass, but is only marginally higher than the 80.3 $/MWh associated with wind

energy production [6]. These figures indicate that nuclear power offers a lower cost

option for alleviating the increasing energy demand of a rising global population, de-

spite high capital and equipment costs associated with construction of a nuclear power

plant (NPP) making up a significant part of the total cost. This prohibits alleviating

the world’s evolving energy needs by simply increasing the size of its reactor fleet,

and necessitates improving the overall designs or the components used. The next

generation of nuclear reactors (Gen IV) is currently being developed by a consortium

of countries, including Canada and the United States of America. While focus is

being placed on development of the new designs, a number of the components used

in the current generation of NPPs provide an opportunity to improve the overall per-

formance of the plant and possibly reduce the aforementioned capital and equipment

costs associated with construction or operations and maintenance. A microchannel

heat exchanger (MCHX) is a technology that has potential to not only reduce the

capital costs associated with construction of NPPs by acting as a potential substitute

for other pieces of significantly more expensive equipment, but possibly improve the

overall efficiency of the plant by offering excellent heat transfer characteristics. This

work serves to detail methods by which the design of an MCHX can be analyzed and
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subsequently optimized to be suitable for use in Gen IV of advanced nuclear reactor

designs, beginning with a brief description of the MCHX technology and its origins.

1.1 Background

Development of the compact heat exchanger technology started with the initial ef-

forts of Tuckerman and Pease in 1981 “on the cooling of very large-scale integrated

circuits... where they first explained the concepts behind microchannel heat sinks and

predicted that single-phase forced convective cooling in microchannels could poten-

tially remove heat at a rate of the order of 1,000 W/m2 [7].” Their work encouraged

research in a new field of study for electronics cooling where channels smaller than

200 μm were used in small heat exchangers (HXs). MCHXs have been predominantly

used in the electronics industry since then, finding use in “applications where fluxes

exceed 100 W/cm2, such as high-powered microelectronics, diode array lasers, su-

percomputers and plasma-facing components [8].” This advancement in the MCHX

technology was paralleled in the process industry, beginning with development of the

printed circuit heat exchanger (PCHE), another form of compact heat exchanger very

similar to an MCHX, in 1980 at the University of Sydney for refrigeration applica-

tions [9,10]. Heatric Ltd. capitalized on these advancements and commercialized the

technology in the mid-1980s, and was eventually purchased by the Meggitt group in

1990. They have since become the leading manufacturer and developer of MCHXs.

The MCHXs created for use in the process industry today commonly utilize channels

that are exceptionally small, having hydraulic diameters on the order of 1 mm to

3 mm [11]. While these dimensions aren’t technically “micro” scale, the heat ex-

changer retains the moniker “microchannel” given the similarities in manufacturing,

design, and the heat transfer principles that were initially utilized in designing the
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electronics MCHXs. A common method used to manufacture an MCHX is diffusion

bonding, beginning by taking a plate of a desired material and chemically etching

channels into its face. A large number of these etched plates are then pressed to-

gether and heated to near the melting temperature of the material to encourage

grain growth across their interfaces, producing a monolithic piece that has the same

mechanical properties as the parent material [12]. The resulting compact heat ex-

changer typically has much larger range of operating conditions than other types of

heat exchanger, which is generalized in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Temperature and pressure capabilities of the compact heat exchanger
technology (PCHE) relative to standard heat exchangers [13].

In addition to the excellent mechanical properties yielded, the diffusion bonding pro-

cess allows for the creation of an MCHX that has an exceptionally high number of

small channels that is capable of transferring higher amounts of heat than a tradi-

tional shell-and-tube heat exchanger due to a large surface area-to-volume ratio for

the channels, while reducing the total volume of exchanger required for an equiva-

lent heat load. This ability to provide excellent heat transfer and a large operating
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range in a relatively small package with ease in manufacturing is a leading motive for

attempting to utilize the MCHX technology in the Gen IV reactor designs. This is

emphasized in Figure 1.4 when a comparison of the relative sizes of a shell-and-tube

heat exchanger and an MCHX designed for an equivalent heat load and input condi-

tions are observed. A micrograph of a pair of etched plates that have been diffusion

bonded is also depicted to provide a better sense of the size of the channels.

Figure 1.4: A shell-and-tube heat exchanger and equivalent MCHX (left), and
sample MCHX segment with enlarged micrograph of the stacked plates (right)
(Both courtesy of Heatric Ltd.)

1.2 Literature Review

As mentioned in Section 1.1, some of the most desirable characteristics of the mi-

crochannel heat exchanger technology are the excellent heat transfer and mechanical

properties it can provide while maintaining a very small total volume. Commer-

cially available MCHXs are known to be able to accommodate pressures upwards of

100 MPa, temperatures as high as 980 oC, and reach effectiveness values of ε = 0.98

or higher, all with a core that is 5 to 10 times smaller than an equivalent shell-and-

tube heat exchanger [13,14]. These characteristics appear to indicate that an MCHX

could be suitable for a number of applications, including use in the Gen IV advanced

reactor designs. M.G. Khan and A. Fartaj performed a review of the various ap-

plications, which include electronics and nuclear. They also surveyed many sources
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of literature and provided estimates of the percentage of literature sources that use

various correlations for fluid flow and heat transfer within the heat exchanger or mi-

crochannels, such as friction factor, critical Reynolds number, or Nusselt number, but

noted that accurate fluid flow correlations have not been established for microchannel

flow yet [11]. Of specific importance is that the critical Reynolds number, Recr, is

reported by many researchers to be lower for microchannels than for conventional

tubes, and that transition flows in microchannels cannot be analyzed using tradi-

tional correlations before appropriate modifications are made. Finally, the lack of

design data and experimental results for entire MCHXs is once again reiterated, and

is certainly a motive for the work contained within this thesis. Despite this, a rea-

sonable amount of information of the manufacturing methods utilized by companies

that produce compact heat exchangers, such as Heatric Ltd., is available.

Figure 1.5: A set of chemically etched plates for an MCHX, stacked prior to diffusion
bonding [9].

For example, D. Southall and S.J. Dewson provide an excellent overview of the man-

ufacturing process of a Heatric MCHX in [9] and include a series of images detailing

the process, such Figure 1.5 that shows the stacking of the chemically etched plates

before diffusion bonding occurs.
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1.2.1 Compact Heat Exchanger Analyses

Although design data and experimental results for analysis of commercially available

microchannel heat exchangers is lacking in the open literature, attempts have been

made to create models and perform some analysis. As a start, M.M.A. Bhutta et al.

have done a review of various computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methodologies

used for the design and development of HXs, including an evaluation of some anal-

yses performed by other authors on topics ranging from overall pressure drop and

temperature differential to fouling and corrosion [15]. They note that the bulk of

the analysis performed has been done using ANSYS CFX or Fluent. An attempt at

performing a CFD analysis of a PCHE using ANSYS Fluent can be found in a thesis

written by S.P Kar, where “the flow behaviour and heat transfer characteristics of

semi elliptical and sinusoidal channels [were] studied successfully [16].” One of the

larger conclusions drawn is that the performance of a particular channel geometry

can be estimated when the ratio of the Colburn factor to the Fanning friction factor,

j/f, is observed, where a value of 0.7 is deemed ideal. Further treatment of fluid flow

and heat transfer in microchannels is available in [17], which provides a description of

fluid dynamics in microchannels, and in [18], which contains information on two-phase

flow within microchannels subject to nearly constant heat flux boundary conditions.

The potential for the MCHX technology to be used in the Gen IV advanced reactor

designs has been noted by a number of authors as well. C.H. Oh et al. provide an

introductory analysis of a PCHE for use in a very high temperature gas-cooled reac-

tor concept design, with comparison to helical-coil and shell-and-tube HX types [19].

While the PCHE offered excellent thermal performance in a small and compact pack-

age, they estimated that difficulties regarding inspections and maintenance, as well as

a lack of practical data for long-lifetime use, could be limiting factors in implementing
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the technology. S. Mylavarapu et al. examine PCHEs in a similar very high tempera-

ture reactor capacity, but provide an experimental perspective in addition to detailing

the setup of the test facilities and fabrication of their own PCHEs [20]. K. Shirvan

et al. perform an initial CFD analysis of a PCHE implementation into a compact

medium size pressurized water reactor (PWR). The excellent thermal performance

of the compact heat exchanger was noted once again, and their analysis showed that

it could theoretically be possible to increase the reactor power by up to 50% when

the technology is combined with an advanced fuel such as externally cooled annular

fuel, while maintaining the same reactor vessel size. They also concluded that reactor

design containing the PCHE was less expensive per unit electric power produced,

and that while “there are many concerns in using PCHEs for long operating periods,

its performance showed great potential to improve economics of any integral reactor

design [21].”

There is also limited experimental research on the use of compact heat exchangers

in a reactor-type capacity. J. Van Meter detailed the use of a PCHE in the Secure

Transportable Autonomous Reactor developed by Argonne National Laboratories, a

system that “allows for significant reductions in plant costs, size, and complexity,

combined with a significant increase in plant efficiency through use of an advanced

Brayton power conversion cycle using supercritical carbon dioxide,” in an effort to

evaluate the heat transfer characteristics of the exchanger when the working fluid

is supercritical [22]. A methodology to estimate the internal geometry of a com-

mercially available PCHE, provided by Heatric Ltd., was also developed, and both

2-dimensional and 3-dimensional CFD models were also created with ANSYS Flu-

ent, which reproduced the supercritical carbon dioxide outlet temperatures to within

nearly 15% and 3% respectively. In [23], K. Natesan et al. consider a PCHE for

use in a specific application, being the intermediate heat exchanger in a very high
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temperature reactor design, which can be required to pass upwards of 50 MWt to the

intermediate loop in some configurations. The relevant thermal-hydraulic parameters

and stresses are evaluated for the PCHE and shell-and-tube HXs in this particular

application, and once again the compact HX is found to be superior. The allowable

design life of the PCHE is estimated to be about 4 times greater than its shell-and-

tube counterpart, and they found that the “PCHE technology shows even greater

heat exchanger volume reduction compared to the shell-and-tube configuration even

with the surface fins [23].”

1.2.2 Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

When considering application of MCHXs within the Gen IV advanced reactor de-

signs, it is necessary to account for the possibility of encountering multi-phase flow

conditions. A typical fixed-mesh finite element method (FEM) is not well suited for

the analysis of these types of problems, as it is extremely challenging to deal with the

large volumetric changes between the liquid and the gas phases and the moving phase

boundaries at the liquid-gas interface. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), a

Lagrangian formulation, has the potential to overcome this issue by tracking the prop-

erties of individual particles instead of observing mass and energy flux through fixed

elemental volumes. D.J. Price provides an introduction to the method, “showing how

the equations of motion and energy can be self-consistently derived from the density

estimate [24].”

Use of SPH to model various fluid flow and heat transfer problems has already been

successfully demonstrated. S. Nugent and H.A. Posch were able to apply the La-

grangian particle method to a liquid drop, surrounded by vapour, for “a Van der Waals

(VdW) fluid exhibiting a liquid-gas phase transition below the critical point [25].”

They were not only able to show stable drop configurations at various temperatures,
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but also generate oscillations in a drop, seen in Figure 1.6, that is initially deformed

due to the VdW cohesive pressure. Successfully modelling surface tension is a high-

light of that work.

Figure 1.6: Observed oscillation in a VdW fluid drop, solved at various times using
the SPH method [25].

SPH can also be used to model heat transfer problems. P.W. Cleary demonstrates

the capabilities of the SPH method using test problems such as a discontinuity in the

initial temperature within a small problem domain, heat conduction within a disk,

and natural convection, all of which show excellent agreement with analytical solu-

tions for each problem [26]. Cleary concludes that “SPH can accurately predict high

temperature gradients with only small numbers of particles. The full transient evolu-

tions are very accurate. Furthermore, any errors decay faster than the heat diffuses

making the method extremely robust.” He also notes that the “heat flux conservation

across interfaces with different material properties... ensures accurate temperature

profiles [26].” Finally, J.J. Monaghan et al. are able to demonstrate phase change

via solidification using the SPH method. Using the Stefan problem as an example,
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they are able to produce results that accurately depict the transient evolution of

both the number of solidified particles, as well the location of the solidification front

and numerous instances in time [27]. The above cases demonstrate the power of the

SPH method for modelling problems that would be very challenging using traditional

fixed-mesh FEM techniques.

1.2.3 Optimization

Optimization of a design has historically occurred through attempts to cover as much

of a design space as possible using exhaustive methods. However, it is possible to

use statistical techniques to facilitate the process and catalyze the development of an

optimal design in significantly fewer trials than the “brute force” methods. G. Box

describes the benefits of using statistical methods, such as response surface method-

ology, and how the designer should not only use the results generated for a specific

experiment to indicate which modifications to make, but to also iteratively update

the design of experiments (DoE) to reflect any information garnered from previous

trials [28, 29]. The example in this case is the design of a paper helicopter. Box

and Liu show that use of statistical methods allowed for a superior design with flight

times nearly twice as long as their original prototype to be obtained in a much quicker

fashion than if an exhaustive design methodology had been used. The importance

of statistical methods in global optimization is further elaborated on by D.R. Jones

in [30], where a handful of methods are outlined, including the aforementioned re-

sponse surface methodology. The Kriging method, a basis-function method that has

parameters that are tuned, is introduced here as well. Unlike other methods, use of

the Kriging approach allows the designer to come up with an estimate of the potential

error in the predictions of value for an objective function between design points. This

can be exploited to selectively choose points within a design space that will minimize

the overall uncertainty by the largest margin. What remains is a significantly stronger
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evaluation of an optimum solution [30].

As far as optimization of the MCHX design goes, there are varying stances on how

to approach this problem. Typically, an economically-driven approach is used, where

the optimal design is that which provided the lowest pressure drop, and thus lowest

pumping requirement. H.J. Fontein and J.G. Wassink provide a brief overview of how

to perform such an optimization on an arbitrary heat exchanger, basing their analysis

on two kinds of costs: overall depreciation on investment and operating, or pumping,

costs [31]. A.C. Caputo et al. perform a similar analysis using the total present cost,

which is the sum of the capital investment cost and discounted operating cost, as the

basis for their cost function. However, they also employ a genetic algorithm (GA),

which starts “from an initial population of randomly created individuals representing

the candidate solutions... [and] applies the principle of survival of the fittest to

produce better performing individuals in subsequent evolutionary generations of the

examined population [32].” In all examples, the solution produced by their GA was

superior to the reference geometry pulled from literature for examination. A similar

methodology is used by A. Hadidi and A. Nazari in their work on optimization of

shell-and-tube heat exchangers using genetic algorithms, which produced similarly

positive results of reduced operating and total costs for the optimized design [33].

Finally, A.G. Kanaris et al. performed an optimization on a plate heat exchanger with

undulated surfaces using response surface methodology. While the use of statistical

methods for optimization was recommended, a key point is that a balance should be

struck between enhancement of heat transfer and reduction of frictional losses when

creating a cost function for analysis of a HX [34]. Using this procedure, they were able

to generate an optimal plate geometry, and were able to validate their CFD results

using accepted values from literature.
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1.3 Motivation and Outline of the Research

As mentioned in the preamble of Chapter 1, it is desired to improve the overall per-

formance of NPPs by not only using a more refined design than previous generations,

but also by modifying and improving the components used. One technology that has

the potential for use in the Gen IV reactor designs is the microchannel heat exchanger

by virtue of its excellent heat transfer and mechanical properties, that are provided

in a small package when compared to other similar technologies such as the much

larger, more expensive, and maintenance-prone shell-and-tube HX. The aim of this

work is to provide organization to the available MCHX research, primarily through

an introduction of methods that can be used for analysis of the technology to aid in

determining its suitability for the aforementioned application. With relatively little

design information for commercial MCHXs available in open literature, development

of a robust model and optimization thereof for use in nuclear reactors takes on signifi-

cant importance [11]. It should be noted that this work is highly exploratory in nature

where the models presented are mostly preliminary, and that the methods used to

perform the analyses are the significant takeaway. Modelling of specific micro-scale

effects or more complex effects associated with flows through microchannels, such as

Ledinegg instability, have not been accounted for in these analyses and are beyond

the scope of this work. These effects and experimental results have been discussed in

open literature, and the reader is encouraged to explore works such as [35] or [36] for

more detail.

1.3.1 Thesis Outline

The first analysis method, which is a traditional fixed-mesh finite element method,

for the MCHX is introduced in Chapter 2. Beginning with the governing equations

used, the VrSuite software that is developed by Goldak Technologies Inc c© at Carleton
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University is presented. Brief mention of how operator splitting allows for coupling

of the VrSuite solvers is also provided before detailing the FEM analysis performed

on a sample MCHX design. The design presented is also used as reference design for

the optimization performed in a later chapter.

To account for the possibility of multi-phase flows, an alternate solution method is

proposed in Chapter 3. After an introduction to the smoothed particle hydrodynam-

ics method, the details for the VrSuite SPH solvers will be presented in a similar

manner to the information provided on the VrSuite FEM solvers in Chapter 2. Some

small adaptations to the modelling method are outlined, which essentially manifest

as changes in the primary variables used for specifying material properties from sim-

ply temperature to pressure, enthalpy, or both depending on the solver used. While

most solver verification will be explicitly detailed in Appendix A, the various models

created over the course of generating familiarity with the VrSuite SPH capabilities

are presented in this chapter as they provide an outline of how the process of cre-

ating an SPH model of heated channel evolved, which should ultimately be used as

the foundation for a future MCHX model. Additionally, it should be noted that

interface thermodynamics have not been taken into account for problems involving

phase change. A series of additional model adaptations that should be considered is

proposed, closing the chapter.

With models created for the MCHX, the focus of this work turns towards performing

an optimization of the design in Chapter 4, starting with a general overview of the

concepts behind optimization, as well as a brief description of a handful of differ-

ent optimization routines. This includes the Kriging optimization routine, which is

ultimately chosen for the analysis performed. The general requirements to perform

optimization are also outlined here. This is followed by the problem definition for the
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MCHX problem, an overview of VrSuite’s optimization capabilities, and finally the

results of the MCHX optimization.

A summary of the work performed and the major conclusions of this work are pro-

vided in Chapter 5. This includes the generation of an initial MCHX FEM model

and corresponding results, a review of the additional modelling capabilities provided

by the SPH methodology, and the optimizations performed for the MCHX technol-

ogy. Some of the limitations of these models are also reviewed, and future work and

considerations are also mentioned.

Please note that segments of this work have been adapted from two conference papers,

which were written by this author as both the primary contributor and first author [8,

37].



Chapter 2

Microchannel Heat Exchanger Analysis

with FEM

To act as a starting point in the analysis and optimization of an MCHX, finite element

methods offer a suitable balance between simplicity, depending on the level detail

included in the models, as well as an opportunity to examine many different designs

in a relatively short amount of time compared to more antiquated methods. Granted,

FEM models can become extremely complex depending on the requirements for an

analysis and the components which are included, but they provide a desirable level

of flexibility and ease of implementation when used for preliminary analyses that do

not require high levels of fidelity.

This chapter details the first steps of the MCHX analysis, including the initial FEM

model that has been created of a single pair of channels in a HX. Furthermore, the

initial model provides the added benefit of generating familiarity with the VrSuite

software package, and is the basis for the model used in the expansion of the opti-

mization problem presented in Chapter 4 to include FEM. To begin, an introduction

to the VrSuite solvers, the governing equations used, and the data flow utilized for

coupled thermal and fluid flow analyses are presented in the following sections.

17
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2.1 VrSuite FEM Solvers and Governing Equa-

tions

VrSuite is a software package developed by Goldak Technologies Inc c©, which is de-

signed to solve coupled, transient problems in three spatial dimensions [38]. For

solution of problems using FEM, it uses a number of different solvers that allow the

user to evaluate individual phenomena, or a more complex system should the solvers

be coupled. For the MCHX analysis, four solvers are used: the VrSuite Navier-Stokes

(NS), advection-diffusion (AD), thermal, and stress solvers. Using them individually

allows for fluid flow properties, such as velocity or pressure, or thermal properties,

such as fluid temperatures, to be solved. Coupling them allows for a more complete

analysis of the heat transfer that occurs from a flowing hot fluid, through the HX

solid domain, and a flowing cold fluid, including stresses that are generated within

the solid. More complete descriptions of these solvers follow.

2.1.1 Governing Equations

Many of the VrSuite FEM solvers use a traditional Eulerian approach, where con-

servation of mass, momentum, and energy occurs for fluxes through the fixed-mass

elements that make up the meshed solution domain. The fluid flow solver obtains

pressure and fluid velocity within the fluid domains using the incompressible conti-

nuity and momentum equations, Equations (2.1) and (2.2) respectively [39]:

∇ · v = 0 (2.1)

ρ

(
∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v

)
= −∇P + μ∇2v (2.2)

where v, ρ, t, P, and μ are the velocity, time, density, pressure, and dynamic viscosity
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respectively. Ideally, a flow solver that uses the fully compressible continuity and

momentum equations would be used, but was not available at the time of writing.

Solution of the temperature profile within the fluid domain can be achieved using the

AD solver, which is governed by the following expression [40]:

∂T

∂t
= ∇ · α∇T − v · ∇T (2.3)

where T is the fluid temperature and the thermal diffusivity is given by α = k/ρcp,

with k representing the thermal conductivity and cp being the specific heat capacity

at constant pressure.

Determining the temperature profile within the solid domain entails use of the thermal

solver. Conservation of energy, Equation (2.4) below, provides the means to do so [41]:

cp
DT

Dt
−∇ · q′′ +Q = 0 (2.4)

where Q a volumetric heat generation term, and the heat flux is provided by Fourier’s

law in the form q′′ = -k∇T.

Finally, the stresses within the solid domain can be computed using the VrSuite stress

solver, governed by a combination of conservation of momentum with the inertial term

ρ(∂v/∂t+v · ∇v) ignored, the stress-strain constitutive relation, and the relationship

between displacement and strain, Equations (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) respectively [40]:

∇ · σ + b = 0 (2.5)
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σ = Eε (2.6)

ε =
∇u+ (∇u)T + (∇u)T ∇u

2
(2.7)

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, b is a body force, E is the 6× 6 elasticity tensor,

ε is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, and u is displacement.

2.1.2 Operator Splitting and Data Flow

While it is possible to utilize the VrSuite FEM solvers individually to perform sim-

plified analyses of the MCHX, such as determination of fluid flow properties within

the channels using the NS solver or temperature fields within the solid domain using

the thermal solver, a more complete examination of the technology that includes all

the individual work flow elements should be evaluated. We wish to analyze a single

pair of channels, where heat is transferred from the flowing hot fluid through the

HX solid domain and into the cold fluid. While fairly involved, by taking advantage

of symmetry it is possible to decompose this more complex problem into smaller,

simpler sub-problems that can be treated individually. To accomplish this, the oper-

ators required for solution of a pressure and velocity field or temperature field can be

split and subsequently utilized by the appropriate solver, and any data required to

prescribe boundary conditions and state can be passed from one solver to another.

As mentioned in the preamble for Section 2.1, four VrSuite solvers are used for the

MCHX analysis. The NS solver computes the fluid domain velocity and pressure fields

by solving Equations (2.1) and (2.2), fluid domain temperature profiles are obtained

via solution of Equation (2.3) by the AD solver, the temperature field in the solid

domain is solved by the thermal solver using Equation (2.4), and stresses within the
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solid domain are determined using Equations (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) with the stress

solver. To perform the desired analysis, the solvers are run in parallel and data is

passed between them as described in the workflow diagram of Figure 2.1:

Navier-Stokes
(Fluid Flow)

Solver

Velocity
Field

1

Advection-
Diffusion
Solver

Fluid Temperature
Field

Channel Surface
Temperatures

2
Thermal
Solver

Solid Domain
Temperature Field

Stress
Solver

Solid Domain
Displacement

Solid Domain
Stress Field

4

3

Figure 2.1: The data flow used by the VrSuite FEM solvers for coupled analyses.

The first step is to determine the velocity and pressure field within the fluid domain

(1) using the NS solver, which is done independently. The solved data is then passed

to the AD solver, which is coupled directly with the thermal solver. Beginning with

prescribed boundary conditions (BCs) and initial conditions (ICs) for the fluid and

solid domain temperatures, the AD solver computes the temperature at each location

within both the hot and cold fluids. The temperature of each fluid at the surface of

their respective channels is passed to the thermal solver to be used as a boundary

condition for that time step (2). With that data, the thermal solver can determine the

temperature profile within the entire solid domain, and passes the newly determined

channel surface temperature to the AD solver. This process repeats for each time

step, where the solid domain temperature at the end of the simulation is passed to

the stress solver (3). The stress solver can then compute stresses and deformation

within the solid domain (4).
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Notably, there is no interaction between the stress solver and the NS solver in the

above procedure. To maintain simplicity for the initial MCHX analysis, it is assumed

that any deformation caused by thermal expansion or hydrostatic stresses would be

minimal and would not drastically change the velocity or pressure fields of either

fluid, a claim which should be examined more thoroughly at a later time. The process

described here can be adjusted to fully couple the solvers, starting once again with

the NS solver and obtaining all other data before proceeding to the next iteration.

At the end of each iteration, the stress and deformation data would be passed from

the stress solver back to the NS solver to be used in computations for the subsequent

iteration, and the process would repeat until the desired end time is reached.

2.2 Heat Exchanger Analysis - Number of Trans-

fer Units Method

Heat exchanger analyses are typically classified into one of two types of problems:

heat exchanger design problems and heat exchanger performance calculations. In the

former, the designer will have knowledge of the inlet conditions and will attempt to

determine a HX design that is capable of producing a specified outlet temperature.

For the analyses in this work, the outlet temperatures remain unknown and must be

obtained from either simulation or by calculation. This type of problem is classified

as a HX performance calculation where a “heat exchanger [design] is analyzed to

determine the heat transfer rate and the fluid outlet temperatures for prescribed heat

flow rates and inlet temperatures [41].”

To perform the analysis, there are two commonly used methods: the log mean tem-

perature difference (LMTD) method and the effectiveness-number of transfer units
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(ε-NTU) method. Although the LMTD method is suitable for HX performance cal-

culations, it becomes cumbersomely iterative when outlet conditions are not known,

making the use of the ε-NTU method preferable in such cases [41]. The following

section provides a description of that method.

2.2.1 The ε-NTU Method

For heat exchanger performance calculations, the ε-NTU method provides a means

to quickly evaluate the effectiveness of an HX by comparing the actual heat transfer

rate to the maximum possible rate for the exchanger, qmax, that “could, in principle,

be achieved in a [hypothetical] counterflow heat exchanger ... of infinite length. In

such an exchanger, one of the fluids would experience the maximum possible tem-

perature difference, Th,i − Tc,i [41].” Use of this method begins by determining the

heat capacity rate for both fluids, defined as C = ṁcp. Since the fluid undergoing

the maximum possible temperature change in this hypothetical HX must have the

smaller heat capacity rate, it is possible to calculate the maximum heat transfer rate:

qmax = Cmin (Th,i − Tc,i) (2.8)

“where Cmin is equal to Cc or Ch, whichever is smaller [41].” A heat capacity ratio

can also be defined using the heat capacity rates of both the hot and cold fluids

as Cr = Cmin/Cmax, where Cmax is the larger rate. The effectiveness, ε, of the heat

exchanger can then be defined:

ε =
q

qmax

(2.9)

Noting that the heat transfer rate can be expressed for either fluid as

q = Ch (Th,i − Th,o) or q = Cc (Tc,o − Tc,i) for the hot or cold fluid respectively, it
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follows that the effectiveness can be defined alternatively as:

ε =
Ch (Th,i − Th,o)

Cmin (Th,i − Tc,i)
=

Cc (Tc,o − Tc,i)

Cmin (Th,i − Tc,i)
(2.10)

By definition, ε is a dimensionless quantity and must fall within the range 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1.

Provided that the effectiveness is known for a particular HX, as well as the inlet

conditions for both fluids, the method allows for easy computation of the actual heat

transfer rates:

q = εCmin (Th,i − Tc,i) (2.11)

A second quantity widely used for HX analysis is the number of transfer units, which

can be defined using the overall heat transfer coefficient, H, the heat transfer area,

A, and the minimum heat capacity rate:

NTU =
HA

Cmin

(2.12)

Knowledge of either ε or NTU allows for the other to be determined should the heat

capacity ratio be known as well, and relations for these parameters are readily avail-

able in literature for various HX configurations. As an example, for the counterflow

configuration that will be examined in this work, the following expressions apply [41]:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
ε = 1−exp[−NTU(1−Cr)]

1−Crexp[−NTU(1−Cr)]
Cr < 1

ε = NTU
1+NTU

Cr = 1

(2.13a)

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
NTU = 1

Cr−1
ln

(
ε−1

εCr−1

)
Cr < 1

NTU = ε
1−ε

Cr = 1

(2.13b)
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Considering that ε is a function of NTU and Cr, which can both be determined from

knowledge of the geometry and inlet conditions, the method is particularly powerful

for this HX analysis and the initial optimization of an MCHX to be performed in

Chapter 4.

2.3 MCHX FEM Modelling

There are various approaches that can be used to create the initial models of an

MCHX, which differ mostly by the level of complexity involved and depend on how

much of the heat exchanger is modelled:

Figure 2.2: The three levels of complexity considered for the initial MCHXmodelling
attempts.

A “chunk” of an MCHX consisting of a series of plates each with multiple channels,

seen at the far left of Figure 2.2, provides the greatest level of complexity of anything

considered. While beneficial to capture heat transfer between channels of the same

plate or from the HX to the surrounding environment, such a problem is more involved

than is necessary for the initial analysis. A simpler problem should serve as a start

for examination of an MCHX. Modelling a single pair of channels for a hot and a

cold fluid stream, seen in the middle of the above figure, using simple single phase

inlet conditions is a suitable option and is chosen for the initial analysis. The quarter

channel pair model seen at the far right in Figure 2.2 will be discussed thereafter as
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an alternative to the full channel pair model, as it offers the possibility of a significant

reduction in total computational load.

2.3.1 Initial MCHX Model - Single Channel Pair

The initial model created of an MCHX consists of a single pair of channels, one housing

the hot fluid and the second for the cold fluid, set up in a counterflow configuration.

This simplified numerical model was generated to create a functioning model from

which familiarity with the software could be enhanced, and also to potentially be used

as a basis model for optimization. Only the VrSuite NS, AD, and thermal solvers are

used for the preliminary modelling efforts.

Model Description

The initial MCHX channel pair model uses two identical square channels with a

width and height of w = 2.75 mm, and a length of L = 50 mm. A thickness between

the channels of Lwall = 2.75 mm is also used. The geometry is selected somewhat

arbitrarily given the preliminary nature of the model, although the channel size is

intentionally chosen to remain very close to the “micro” scale dimensions of currently

available MCHXs.

The solution domain for this problem is split into three parts, composed of an FEM

mesh with 1680 8-node volume elements: the MCHX solid domain, the hot fluid

domain, and the cold fluid domain. The mesh generated by the VrSuite MCHX mesh

type can be seen in Figure 2.3. The hot and cold fluid domains are represented by

the yellow and blue components respectively while the MCHX solid is composed of

both the red and green elements. Note that although two distinct meshes are used to

create the solid domain, this is simply a result of the VrSuite meshing process and the

solid domain is continuous without any interfaces, that is, the mesh is conforming.
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Figure 2.3: The mesh used for the full channel pair model.

The inlet conditions are selected arbitrarily for the hot and cold fluid, being set to

Tc = 25 oC, Th = 75 oC, and Pc,h = 1 atm to maintain simplicity for the initial test

by ensuring single phase flows within both channels. The inlet normal velocity of

both fluids is set to be vc,h = 1 m/s for similar reasoning. Additionally, there is no

back pressure applied to the outlet of either channel. Symmetry BCs are applied to

the outer surfaces of the HX model to represent the HX that would exist around the

channel pair analyzed.

For HXs used in nuclear applications, INCONEL alloy 600 or 690 are commonly

used materials, having thermal conductivities of roughly k = 15.0 W/m ·K and

k = 12.1 W/m ·K respectively for the temperature ranges chosen for the analy-

sis [42, 43]. The average of the two, kwall = 13.55 W/m ·K, will be used for this

initial modelling effort. Water is used for both fluids, and the fluid properties are set

to match those available from the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) for the given operating conditions [44].
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Results

When the initial channel pair model is allowed to reach a steady state for the given

inlet conditions, occurring around t = 6 hrs, the following temperature fields and

corresponding fluid temperature profiles are obtained. Note that only half of the

solid domain is shown to provide a clearer visualization of the inside surface of both

channels:
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Figure 2.4: Fluid (left) and solid (mid) domain temperature fields, with both fluid
temperature profiles (right) for the full channel pair model.

Visualizations of the temperature fields for the fluid and solid domains, seen in the

left and middle images of Figure 2.4 respectively, appear to indicate that heat is

being transferred from the hot fluid into the MCHX solid and through to the cold

fluid as intended. The extreme high and low temperatures exist where the BCs are

specified, near the top-right for the hot fluid inlet and at the bottom left for the cold

fluid inlet in both domains. While the general trends are representative of a typical

temperature profile for a heat exchanger in the counter-flow configuration, there exist

slightly steeper temperature gradients near the fluid inlets at the locations x = 0 m

and x = 0.05 m for the hot and cold fluid respectively. A possible explanation is the

lack of an inlet plenum for either the hot or cold fluid in this simplified MCHX model,
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likely causing entrance effects and flow development near the fluid inlets to not be

captured entirely. Alternatively, the coarse mesh used here could account for this

feature of the results.

The simulated outlet temperatures for the cold and hot fluids of Tc,o,sim = 31.31 oC

and Th,o,sim = 68.54 oC also correspond well to the Tc,o,ana = 31.50oC and

Th,o,ana = 68.37 oC determined using the ε-NTU method, yielding total temperature

changes in either fluid that differ by no more than 2.92%. Examination of the ob-

tained heat transfer rates and HX effectiveness’ shows a similarly reasonable compar-

ison, with a relative difference of 2.30% between qsim = 200.3 W and qana = 205.0 W,

and a relative difference of 3.01% between εsim = 0.129 and εana = 0.133. These re-

sults and the excellent agreement with their analytical counterparts are summarized

in Figure 2.5, where each of the simulated values are normalized relative to their

respective analytical values and a value of 1 indicates a perfect match.
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Figure 2.5: Full channel pair FEM results normalized relative to their respective
analytical values.

Notably, the effectiveness values produced are not as high as the ideal value mentioned

to be possible for MCHXs in Chapter 1, likely due in part to the limitations of this
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model. Foremost, only a single pair of channels are being modelled and use of a

more detailed model, such as one that includes an array of channels described in the

preamble for Section 2.3, could produce more physically realistic results. Inclusion of

inlet plenums for both fluids would also likely smooth the gradients seen in the inlet

regions, and provide a more accurate representation of any entrance effects that would

occur. Furthermore, the channel sizes chosen for this model are very close to “micro”

scale dimensions. Additional consideration should be given to proper modelling of

the physics of liquid flows in microchannels, whose behaviour is not terribly well

understood at this point and is beyond the scope of this work [45].

Despite this, the preliminary model presented here still serves to demonstrate how

FEM may be used as a tool for future modelling efforts for the MCHX technology.

The agreement between the simulated results and those produced by use of the ε-NTU

method suggests that the model is representing an MCHX with a level of plausibility

that is acceptable for an initial model, and provides a good sanity check for model

functionality and proper solver coupling. These results also suggest that this model

could be used as the basis for the initial optimization of an MCHX using FEM that

is presented in Chapter 4.

2.3.2 Mesh Sensitivity Analysis

While the results obtained using the presented FEM model of an MCHX appear to

agree very well with the solution provided using the ε-NTU method, it is prudent

to perform some measure of mesh sensitivity analysis. Using the same geometry

and BCs as the initial MCHX FEM model, successive increases to the total element

count were made, using the simulated heat transfer rates and effectiveness’ as the

parameters upon which mesh sensitivity was evaluated. The mesh refinements and

their simulated values are summarized in Table 2.1, using bold for the initial model.
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Table 2.1: Summary of models used for a mesh sensitivity analysis and the corre-
sponding results.

Total Physical Heat Transfer % Difference Exchanger % Difference

Element Solve Time, Rate, From Effectiveness, From

Count tsolve [hrs] qsim [W] Previous εsim Previous

1680 1.81 200.3 N/A 0.1292 N/A

4320 3.49 203.6 1.63 0.1282 0.79

6400 13.4 204.1 0.23 0.1285 0.23

9600 15.7 202.2 0.93 0.1273 0.93

15600 35.3 202.7 0.27 0.1276 0.27

The trends that exist for the values shown in Table 2.1 are readily visible when

presented graphically:
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Figure 2.6: Variation in heat transfer rate (left) and exchanger effectiveness (right)
with changes to total element count.

Both of the plots presented in Figure 2.6 show that for each variable of interest, very

little change occurs despite a significant increase in the total element count from the

1680 elements used for the initial model. Between any two subsequent models there

is no more than 1.63% change in the value for either qsim and ε, which indicates that
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the mesh utilized for the initial model is likely adequate for both this preliminary

analysis and the optimization to be performed. A small increase in the overall heat

transfer rate can also be noted near a total element count of approximately 4000,

suggesting that the initial model is also slightly conservative. Examination of the

physical solve time for each model further supports the use of the initial mesh. Not

only do the results for the initial model correspond well with those produced using the

ε-NTU method, the fully-transient, three-dimensional, coupled analysis is performed

in a reasonably short 1.81 hrs of total computation time. The required solve time

increases quite drastically when the total element count is raised, without providing

a solution that is either significantly different or more accurate than that generated

with the initial model.

2.3.3 Model Refinement - Quarter Channel Pair

While the channel pair model discussed in Section 2.3.1 produced acceptable pre-

liminary results and built familiarity with the VrSuite software effectively, there is

room to introduce some modelling refinements going forward. Specifically, modelling

only a quarter of the channel pair and applying symmetry BCs to the planes where

the “cuts” are made allows for the mesh to be refined without incurring significant

extra computational load, or to directly reduce the computational overhead without

making adjustments to the mesh. These boundary conditions serve to replace the

remainder of the MCHX channel pair that is not modelled.

The refined model would be mostly identical to the full channel pair model detailed

above, except only a quarter of the initial model would be examined. The channel

dimensions and applied BCs would remain the same, in addition to the newly applied

symmetry boundary conditions. All inlet conditions for both fluids, as well as the

material properties for the fluids and MCHX solid would also remain unchanged.
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Figure 2.7: The mesh proposed for the refined quarter channel pair model.

From the mesh used for initial model, the suggested refinements would produce a

solution domain mesh for the refined model identical to that shown in Figure 2.7. The

yellow and blue components represent the hot and cold fluid domains respectively,

and the red and green elements compose the MCHX solid.

Given that the computational time required for the initial model is quite reasonable,

introduction of mesh refinements would be the focus. For example, the density of

elements near the channel walls could be increased in order to better capture boundary

effects. Referring once more to the mesh presented in Figure 2.7, a total of 2400 8-

node volume elements would be used, which is an approximately a 42.9% increase in

total element count despite the model only being a quarter of the total volume. The

total required solve time would be expected to be comparable to the 3.49 hrs of the

4320 element model examined in the mesh sensitivity study shown in Section 2.3.2.

However, given that the initial model has been deemed adequate for demonstrating

the application of FEM in a preliminary analysis of an MCHX and as a basis for the

optimization to be performed in Chapter 4, performing the analysis using the quarter

channel pair model is suggested as a future endeavour.



Chapter 3

Introduction to Smoothed Particle

Hydrodynamics

Having developed a working model of an MCHX channel pair and selected a refer-

ence design for optimization, the focus of this work shifts towards an analysis method

that can more easily capture complicated phenomena, such as flows with sharp dis-

continuities in material properties or moving phase boundaries, that are difficult to

treat with traditional fixed-mesh FEM. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics is a novel

method that provides a Lagrangian framework to solve such problems with relative

ease compared to FEM, and is introduced in the following section.

3.1 What is Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics?

SPH is a mesh-independent numerical technique that can simulate complicated flows

by using ‘fluid’ particles to represent a flow field. One such application is multi-phase

flows with interacting fluids, where the movement of the particles is tracked relative to

each other to represent a denser fluid, which is usually water, and a lighter fluid, which

is usually steam. While mass, momentum, and energy are conserved with both FEM

and SPH, a Lagrangian reference frame is used in the latter to provide the framework

34
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for the method as opposed to the Eulerian reference frame that is sometimes used

in FEM. Where mass and heat fluxes are typically evaluated for volume elements

in Eulerian methods, use of a Lagrangian reference frame allows for modelling of a

domain by using a series of individual particles whose “properties (e.g. temperature)

[change] in accordance with a set of differential equations derived from the original

governing PDEs,” or partial differential equations [26]. All properties of interest,

such as enthalpy or mass, are tracked on a per-particle basis, and momentum and

heat fluxes are determined by considering a region of interest around each individual

particle when the SPH method is employed. A sample SPH particle discretization as

compared to a typical FEM mesh can be observed in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: A typical FEM mesh (left) and comparable SPH discretization (right).

This method provides a number of benefits, ranging from the relatively easy treat-

ment of momentum-dominated flows, to modelling interactions between different sub-

stances, to solution of problems with complicated “physics such as multi-phase, real-

istic equations of state, compressibility, radiation, solidification and fracturing,” and

extension to three-dimensions [26]. SPH provides the means to solve the problem of

tracking an interface or complex free surfaces, which is extremely difficult to solve

using FEM. The following sections detail the key SPH models created in support of

the current MCHX modelling efforts, which include developing familiarity with and

verifying the functionality of the SPH solvers implemented into the VrSuite software

package, beginning with an outline of the equations that drive the solvers.
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3.2 VrSuite SPH Solvers and Governing Equations

3.2.1 Governing Equations

With a traditional FEM approach, conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are

applied for fluxes through the individual volume elements that comprise the solution

domain. When employing SPH, modified forms of the continuity, momentum, and

energy equations, Equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) respectively, are used [26]:

dρa
dt

=
∑
b

mb(va − vb)∇Wab (3.1)

dva
dt

= −
∑
b

mb

[(
Pb

ρ2b
+

Pa

ρ2a

)
− ξ

ρaρb

4μaμb

(μa + μb)

vab·rab
r2ab + φ2

]
∇aWab + g (3.2)

dUa

dt
=

∑
b

4mb

ρaρb

kakb
ka + kb

Tab
rab · ∇aWab

r2ab + φ2
(3.3)

Here m, v, P, μ, r, U, k, and T are the mass, velocity, pressure, dynamic viscosity,

position, internal energy, thermal conductivity, and temperature of a particle. The

subscripts a and b denote variable values for arbitrary particles a and b, with sub-

script ab denoting the value of a variable for particle a minus that for particle b.

Using the method, valuation of a function for a particle a at some position r occurs

by summing the values of all particles b within a radius that is double the speci-

fied interpolation length X. For example, the density of particles ρ in a region is

determined by interpolating between the masses of the particles in the specified sur-

rounding area of influence. W is a spline-based interpolation function with a radius

of 2X that “mimics the shape of a [Gaussian distribution] function but without the
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infinite tails,” which governs the magnitude of the contributions made by the sur-

rounding particles b on the particle a of interest for each evaluated expression [26].

Lastly, ξ is a constant found in the modified viscous term of the momentum equation

holding a value of ξ = 4.96333, which has been determined by calibration against an

exact solution for a form of Couette flow [26]. The modified terms used in these for-

mulations ensure that stress and heat flux are continuous across material interfaces,

which allow for multiple materials with densities, viscosities, thermal conductivities,

and specific heats that are different by up to three orders of magnitude to be accu-

rately simulated. In addition to these equations, it is also necessary to employ an

equation of state to determine pressure, closing the system of equations for the SPH

discretization [46]:

P = B

[(
ρ

ρ0

)γ

− 1

]
(3.4)

where γ typically has a value between 1 and 7, with 7 being chosen for this appli-

cation [26]. Here, “B is the constant related to the bulk modulus of elasticity of the

fluid” given by B = s20ρ0/γ, with s0 representing the speed of sound at the reference

density ρ0 [46]. Please note that verification of the VrSuite SPH solvers utilizing these

equations can be found in Section A.2 of Appendix A.

3.2.2 Operator Splitting and Solver Data Flow

As was done for the coupled FEM models presented in Chapter 2, the operators

required for solution of a pressure and velocity field or a temperature field can be

split and subsequently utilized by different solvers. Comparable to what was detailed

in Section 2.1.2, this allows for a decomposition of a more complex problem into

smaller, simpler sub-problems that can be treated individually. The SPH analyses

performed here utilize two solvers: the VrSuite SPH Navier-Stokes (SPH-NS) solver
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and the VrSuite SPH thermal solver. The former provides pressure and velocity using

the continuity and momentum equations, (3.1) and (3.2) above, and the latter solves

the energy equation, (3.3), for enthalpy and temperature. While possible to solve

free-surface flows or heat transfer problems using either of the solvers individually,

operator splitting allows for data to flow from one solver to the other. This data flow

effectively couples the two and provides a means to model more complex phenomena,

such as boiling.

For coupled analyses, such as those detailed in subsequent sections, the data flow

will typically begin with the SPH-NS solver. Once the initial conditions are specified

for the set of particles comprising the domain, the SPH-NS solver will obtain new

velocities for each of the particles and update the pressure field for the next timestep.

This data is then passed to the SPH thermal solver, which uses the updated particle

positions when solving the energy equation. A new temperature distribution is ob-

tained, and is passed back to the SPH-NS solver for use in calculations for the next

time step. This process iterates until the specified end time is reached.

3.3 Required Data Pre-Processing

Although it is possible to run either of the VrSuite SPH solvers by specifying material

properties that are functions of a single variable, such as temperature or pressure,

some pre-processing may be required should a problem involve multi-phase flows.

For solution of such problems, the currently implemented SPH solvers would need to

be coupled to fully capture the phase change phenomena, making it is necessary to

use material properties that are functions of pressure and enthalpy. This also requires

a change to how BCs and ICs are specified by the user, where all temperature values

would instead by given by the enthalpy that corresponds to the desired temperature
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at the given initial operating pressure.

Water is the fluid used for the majority of this research, for which data is readily

available online via the National Institute of Standards and Technology website [44].

However, the data available there is in terms of pressure and temperature, necessi-

tating pre-processing. A piece of MATLAB code has been written to perform the

required conversion from a function of pressure and temperature to a function of

pressure and enthalpy, and is functional for any substance that has thermodynamic

tables of material properties.

3.3.1 Material Property Solver

Given a range of pressures and enthalpies desired by the user, the code provides the

properties of interest by performing a series of linear interpolations between pressure

and temperature values of the existing data. A sample of the dynamic display and

resulting output can be seen in Figure 3.2 below:

Figure 3.2: Code dynamic display (left) and both output file types (right).

As the property solver runs, the user is able to monitor the state of the substance at

a given pressure and enthalpy, including temperature or quality and void fraction if

applicable. Two outputs are generated when the run completes: a Microsoft Excel

file used to facilitate inspection of the resulting data, and a three line text file which

contains the desired data in a format supported by the VrSuite materials library. The
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first two lines contain enthalpy and pressure data while the third is the property data

corresponding to each possible pair of the primary variables. Solution of two-phase

flows using the SPH solvers becomes possible once each property text file is copied

into the VrSuite materials library as two-argument tables.

3.4 Developed SPH Models

This section outlines the models that have been created using the recently imple-

mented VrSuite SPH solver capabilities, with a focus on developing familiarity with

and verifying the functionality of the SPH solvers in an effort to create a working

MCHX model. As mentioned, the VrSuite SPH Navier-Stokes and SPH thermal

solvers will be used for the analyses presented here. It should be emphasized that for

problems where phase change occurs, interface thermodynamics are not taken into

account. Additionally, note that fluid material properties are specified using either

pressure or enthalpy alone as a primary variable for the NS and thermal solvers re-

spectively, or both for models using coupled NS and thermal solvers. Section headers

will indicate the solvers used for each model: SPH Navier-Stokes (NS), SPH thermal,

or coupled NS and thermal solvers.

3.4.1 Free Surface Flow: Falling Drop (NS)

To begin developing familiarity with the SPH solvers, a simple model of a free surface

flow was created utilizing only the SPH Navier-Stokes solver. A fluid ‘drop’ is created

using a collection of 2500 particles, arranged as a 50 row by 50 column square with an

initial particle spacing of 2 mm. This arrangement of particles was chosen arbitrarily,

with the coarse particle spacing selected to reduce computational load for this test.

The basin is created with a series of particles spaced identically to the fluid drop,

with a width of 300 mm and 30 mm tall walls, and remains fixed in space throughout
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the simulation. The drop is initialized at an arbitrary height of 40 mm above a basin,

and allowed to free-fall once the simulation begins.

Figure 3.3: Temporal evolution of particle location for a free-falling liquid ‘drop’.

The resulting particle formations at different instances in time are depicted in Fig-

ure 3.3, with the initial state shown at the top left of the image. After contact is

made with the basin, the fluid drop starts to deform. The particles that were lo-

cated near the bottom of the drop are pushed outwards towards the side walls of

the basin (top right). The momentum carried by the particles causes them to jump

upwards once contact with the side walls occurs, where they inevitably fall past the

sides of the basin (bottom left). At this point, there is an accumulation of particles

within the basin at the side walls, which generates a wave that propagates back to-

wards the centre. The two fronts collide in the middle to create a new accumulation

(bottom middle), which finally disperses back towards the edge of the basin (bottom

right). The location of the particle build-up continues to oscillate as time progresses

further, which is an expected result. Although the analysis is primarily qualitative,

this example demonstrates the ease of modelling free surface flows using SPH, which

would otherwise be a challenging problem if traditional fixed-mesh FEM techniques

were used. These results also instil confidence that the SPH-NS solver is function-

ing as intended given the plausible particle motion that also appears to agree with

independently performed simulations, such as in [47].
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3.4.2 Free Surface Flow: Inlet and Outlet (NS)

The VrSuite SPH functionality also allows for the introduction of particle inlets and

outlets, which is of particular interest for the creation of a functioning MCHX model.

Another free surface flow model using the SPH-NS solver was created using an inlet

and an outlet, where particles are introduced into an empty basin that is fixed in

space, similar to the falling drop model presented in Section 3.4.1. Particles are

injected into the domain through a 10 mm tall inlet located at the left-hand side with

a velocity of 0.1 m/s, and are allowed to fall into a basin that is 40 mm wide and 10

mm deep after traversing over a flat wall that is 10 mm long. Once again, a particle

spacing of 2 mm is used for all components of the model. A 10 mm tall zero pressure

outlet is located at the top half of the right-hand side of the basin.

Figure 3.4: Free surface flow with an inlet on the left-hand side and an outlet on
the top half of the right-hand side.

Initially, there are no particles present within the basin portion of the model. As

particles are injected through the inlet, the fluid level within the basin steadily rises

until the free surface reaches the bottom of the outlet and particles are able to leave the

domain, which occurs at a rate that is sufficiently quick to prevent the particles from

overflowing. While not apparent from the images seen in Figure 3.4, an animation of

the flow reveals the presence of some back flow and possibly eddy formation in the

corner near the backwards-facing step, another expected result. Unfortunately the

resolution of these flow features is somewhat poor in this example, which is a problem

that can be rectified should a greater number of particles with a tighter spacing be
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used. Although this analysis of the VrSuite SPH-NS solver is preliminary, observation

of the expected flow patterns builds confidence in the functionality of the solver.

It is recommended that a more thorough assessment of the solver functionality be

performed, including a finer particle distribution that could more accurately capture

the flow phenomena observed here.

3.4.3 Fluid Solidification: The Stefan Problem (Thermal)

Having examined the utility of the VrSuite SPH-NS solver, focus shifts towards use

of the SPH thermal solver for evaluation of problems involving heat transfer. Specifi-

cally the SPH method can be applied to problems involving phase change, which can

occur within the MCHX channels during operation. Modelling the Stefan problem

is a suitable choice for demonstrating this capability. The basis for this problem is

the solidification of a fluid, where the entire domain is initially liquid with a Dirichlet

temperature BC applied to one side that is significantly lower than the melting tem-

perature of the fluid. As time progresses, the domain will progressively change phase

from liquid to solid, and the location of the solidification front will shift accordingly.

When the SPH method is used, heat is removed from liquid particles by those that

have been previously solidified, starting at the interface between the fluid domain and

where the low-temperature BC is applied, eventually prompting a change in phase

from liquid to solid.

Model Description and Analytical Solution

For this problem, the solution domain is constructed using a stationary 50 particle

by 10 particle array, with a spacing of 20 mm. The top and bottom surfaces of

the domain are adiabatic, and all BCs, ICs, and physical parameters are normalized

and chosen to match the values provided in [27] for comparative purposes. Here, the

density ρ = 1, specific heat capacity at constant pressure cp = 1, thermal conductivity
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k = 1, melting temperature Tm = 1, and a property-dependant constant λ = 0.5 are

used. The Dirichlet temperature BC T1 = 0.1906 is applied at the location x = 0

over the entirety of the simulation. The location of the solidification front must be

determined before the temperature profile, which is dependant on the particle phase,

and can be analytically determined as follows [27]:

xSF = 2λ

√
kt

ρcp
(3.5)

Particles located at x < xSF will be solid and those located at x ≥ xSF are still fluid.

The temperature profile throughout the domain for this problem can now be deter-

mined analytically [27]:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
T (x) = T1 +

(Tm−T1)
erf(λ)

erf
(
x
√

ρcp
4kt

)
x < xSF

T (x) = T0 +
(Tm−T0)
erfc(λ)

erfc
(
x
√

ρcp
4kt

)
x ≥ xSF

(3.6)

Results

The visualized domain temperature and solid fraction (left), as well as the tem-

perature profile within the solution domain (right), are visualized in Figure 3.5 at

t = 0.058, which was the value chosen for the analysis performed in [27]. Note that

a solid fraction of FS = 1.00 indicates a particle has undergone a phase change from

liquid to solid.

Examining the temperature profile, the two independently performed VrSuite SPH

analyses using the same particle discretization match the analytical solution very

well, where all simulated data falls within 5.66% of the corresponding analytical

value. Additionally, the simulated location of the solidification front can be deter-

mined by observing the location where the temperature profile ‘kinks’. The simulated
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Figure 3.5: Visualized temperature and fraction solid (left) and corresponding solved
temperature profile (right) for the Stefan problem at t = 0.0568.

location of xsim ≈ 0.225 compares very well to the analytically determined solution of

xana = 0.2383, differing by only 5.6%. The excellent agreement of the simulated re-

sults with the analytical solutions indicate that the SPH can be used to model phase

change, and that the VrSuite SPH thermal solver is functioning in this capacity. The

disparities in the results observed here are most likely due to minute differences in the

solver parameters specified for the two independently performed simulations and the

coarse SPH particle density. This test has also been extended to model phase change

between liquid and vapour particles, producing similarly agreeable results that will

not be shown here.

3.4.4 Pool Boiling of Water (Coupled NS and Thermal)

Having successfully modelled free surface flow and heat transfer problems individually,

an attempt was made to model flow boiling by coupling the two VrSuite SPH solvers

using the method outlined in Section 3.2.2. As described in Section 3.3, both pressure

and enthalpy are used as primary variables to specify material properties, BCs, and

ICs, resulting in temperatures being represented by pressure-enthalpy pairs. This
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first model is of pool boiling, where a container of water is heated by applying a

Dirichlet temperature boundary condition that is significantly higher than the boiling

temperature of the liquid.

The data set used to specify the material properties for water, which is used by all

components of the model, was limited to a small range. Pressures vary from 150 kPa

to 250 kPa and enthalpies range from 100 kJ/kg to 3100 kJ/kg, which corresponds

to a maximum temperature range of approximately 282 K to 587 K. The solution

domain is comprised of two parts: a stationary container and the fluid particles that

constitute the pool. The container is 50 mm wide and 60 mm tall, and the fluid do-

main is initially discretized as a 25 row by 25 column square array of particles. While

an initial particle spacing of 2 mm is used for all components, the fluid particles settle

into a more compact arrangement after the first time step that occupies roughly a

third of the initial volume. Heating of the fluid occurs by ramping up the temperature

at the bottom of the container steadily, but is specified as a Dirichlet enthalpy bound-

ary condition given the requirement of enthalpy as a primary variable. Initially a BC

of h1 = 100 kJ/kg corresponding to an initial Dirichlet temperature of T1 ≈ 283 K is

applied, and is ramped at a rate of 150 kJ/kg/s to a maximum of h = 3100 kJ/kg,

which corresponds to T ≈ 586 K.

The first indication of bubble formation in Figure 3.6 occurs around t = 20.0 s, with a

uniform layer of bubble-like structures forming along the bottom surface, evidenced by

a distinct difference in volume surrounding the particles relative to the closer-packed

liquid particles elsewhere in the container. The image for t = 40.0 s shows the growth

of the initial bubbles until just before buoyant forces are great enough to detach them

from the surface of the pot. By t = 64.1 s it is possible to see a fully detached bubble

near the left side of the vessel, in addition to a few other bubbles that have previously
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Figure 3.6: Development and growth of vapour bubbles along the bottom surface
of a liquid pool as time elapses.

detached and burst, indicated by the collection of vapour particles accumulated along

the free surface. Finally, the remaining image on the bottom right of Figure 3.6 shows

continued bubble formation, along with a drastic decrease in the water level when

compared to the initial state. Successful creation of an initial boiling model that

appears to qualitatively simulated the observed physics is a significant result, and

instils confidence that resolving boiling within an MCHX channel is possible. As

was the case with the free surface and inlet/outlet flow models presented earlier in

this section these results are only preliminary, and while mostly qualitative are still

effective in demonstrating the capabilities of the SPH method to model complex fluid

phenomena.

3.4.5 Heated Channel Flow (Coupled NS and Thermal)

Expanding upon the previous successes in demonstrating both phase change and

boiling, a heated channel model serves as the foundation for generating a multi-

channel SPH model of an MCHX. Incorporating an inlet and outlet similar to what
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was presented in Section 3.4.2, a 40 mm long channel is created using two walls

consisting of 200 particles with a spacing of 0.2 mm. A 2 mm tall inlet injects liquid

particles into the initially void channel with a constant normal velocity of 2.25 m/s,

which are able to exit the channel at the opposite end through a zero-pressure outlet.

As was done for the pool boiling model in Section 3.4.4, the VrSuite SPH-NS and

SPH thermal solvers are coupled and water with the same material properties is used.

An identical ramping Dirichlet BC to that seen in the previous section is applied to

both walls of the channel.

Figure 3.7: Boiling flow in a heated channel with inlet at the left-hand side and
zero-pressure outlet at the right-hand side.

In Figure 3.7 the phase of the water particles clearly changes from liquid to su-

perheated vapour during transit through the channel, evidenced by the numerous

collections of bubble-like structures that can be identified by a difference in volume

around the light blue particles of higher temperature compared to the dark blue lower

temperature particles entering the channel. An animation of the flow provides a vi-

sualization of the two-phase flow regime, which evolves as the mass quality increases

with continual application of heat. In a horizontal channel, the initial boiling will

typically produce a flow containing many small bubble features that will transition to

plug flow and eventually stratified flow, which are recognized through larger bullet-

shaped bubbles and distinct strata of liquid or vapour respectively [41]. Some of

these flow regimes appear to be replicated by the heated channel model, where the

first particles that experience phase change from liquid to vapour produce very small
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bubbles that are dispersed throughout the fluid media, and subsequent heating ap-

pears to yield larger bubble structures and a two-phase flow that mimics plug flow.

It is expected that continued application of heat would produce stratified flow and

subsequently annular flow, which is distinguishable by a core of high-velocity vapour

surrounded by an annulus of fluid [41]. While these results are only preliminary and

qualitative, they adequately demonstrate the capabilities of SPH to resolve boiling

flows, and offer confidence in the method and solvers.

3.5 Possible Model Adaptations

While it is encouraging to see qualitatively plausible results for problems involving

complex flow phenomena such as boiling, these models are still preliminary and offer

room for improvement. The number of particles and particle density used in most

of the models is coarse, which was done in order to improve computational speed.

Improved resolution of the flow features demonstrated could be achieved by increasing

the number of particles used and reducing the initial spacing. The analyses presented

in this chapter have also been predominantly qualitative for problems involving the

SPH-NS solver. A more complete examination of those results is prudent, but also

requires additional support. Currently it is not possible to extract some flow data,

such as a velocity profile for a user specified location, which would be required for

a proper treatment of the simulated results. As another option, expansion of the

models presented in this chapter to three dimensions is also recommended. While the

solvers are using fully three-dimensional SPH equations, the models have been created

to be only a single layer ‘thick’ to reduce the complexity of these problems to two-

dimensional analyses. Bridging the gap from a single layer to three-dimensions only

requires changing a single global scalar constant, creation of the three-dimensional

SPH particle discretization, and re-application of the BCs.



Chapter 4

Optimization of the MCHX Design

While the use of the VrSuite FEM and SPH solvers have been demonstrated to be

sufficient for analysis of a particular MCHX design, outlining a method to determine

an optimal design for application in the Gen IV reactors is the focus of this work. The

analyses detailed in the preceding chapters provide the foundation for performing an

optimization of the technology, and are the first methods proposed for examining a

compact heat exchanger. A method that can be used for optimization of an MCHX

design is provided in this chapter, with a focus on the capabilities of the VrSuite

software to aid in this endeavour.

Although it is desired to use the more robust SPH models of the MCHX as a basis

for an initial optimization of the technology to be able to account for two-phase

phenomena, the VrSuite optimization tool does not currently support SPH modeling.

Additionally, the optimization tool cannot handle problems requiring coupling of the

VrSuite FEM solvers. As such, flow conditions are specified to ensure single-phase

fluids, and the optimization problems presented in this chapter either use analytical

solutions or models created using traditional fixed-mesh FEM requiring only a single

solver.

50
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4.1 Optimization Methods

Computational power and speed are steadily increasing, and engineering analyses that

are being performed for a consistently growing number of design problems continue

to increase in complexity, be it through the code used or the desired level of fidelity.

“In the early stages of design, the focus is on generating, evaluating, and comparing

potential conceptual configurations,” and the designer will usually attempt to measure

the impact of varying design parameter values [48]. It is often impractical to use

complex, full FEM or CFD for these early analyses. As an alternative, metamodelling

techniques can be employed, where metamodels act “as ‘surrogates’ [for] the expensive

simulation process,” and can be an effective tool to aid in “design optimization,

including model approximation, design space exploration, problem formulation, and

solving various types of optimization problems [49].”

Development of a metamodel typically consists of choosing a method for the design of

an experiment such as brute force exhaustive design or Box-Behnken, picking a model

to represent the data, and then fitting the model to observed data [48]. While there

is a multitude of metamodelling techniques, a few of the more prevalent in current

literature are response surface methodology, neural networks, inductive learning, and

Kriging. Each method has distinct advantages. In brief, response surfaces are well

suited to applications with random error, neural networks use a non-linear regression

approach that can easily treat deterministic problems, and inductive learning is most

useful “where the input and output factors are primarily discrete-valued or can be

grouped into categories [48].”

Kriging is a global optimization method used to minimize the uncertainty in a design

space, originally “developed in the field of spatial statistics and geostatistics,” and
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applied for mining exploration models [50,51]. It is designed for use with deterministic

data, and offers a number of advantages over the other methods, including the ability

to “provide an exact interpolation of the data or ‘smooth the data’,” as well as

compensate for the effects of data clustering by giving less weight to points located

within a cluster than individual points [48]. Additionally, Kriging models are generally

more accurate for nonlinear problems, but at the expense of added complexity. Of

great interest is the ability of the method to provide estimates of error and uncertainty

in the value of an objective function. This allows for the algorithm to selectively

choose locations within a design space to perform evaluations of a specified objective

function in subsequent iterations of an optimization routine to most efficiently search

for optima. These benefits form the basis for use of the Kriging method for the initial

optimization of the MCHX technology seen here. For a more in depth treatment of

these optimization methods, including a detailed overview of the Kriging method,

the reader is encouraged to see the works of T.W. Simpson, G.G. Wang, and S.

Jeong [48–50].

4.1.1 Local and Global Optimization

Before outlining the requirements for solving an optimization problem, a distinction

should be made between local and global optimization. A global optimization pertains

to searching for minima or maxima for an entire design space or set of values, whereas

local optimization only provides minima or maxima within a constrained subset of

the original design space or data set. Although there is some localization of points

in regions of the design space that have the greatest uncertainty in the objective

function value for each iteration, Kriging is a global optimization algorithm given

that the design points chosen can be located anywhere within the domain.
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4.1.2 General Requirements for Performing Optimization

Prior to performing an optimization, the designer must first define a design space,

an objective function, and any constraints that apply to the analysis. For the design

space, each of N design variables are constrained by an upper and lower bound, and

an initial set of M test points within these bounds are selected to create a base experi-

mental set. Typically, this involves the creation of an M× N design of experiment, or

DoE matrix, where each of the M rows represents an experimental analysis, and each

of the columns contains design values for one of the N design variables of interest. An

objective function must also be specified, whose value is obtained for each analysis

and serves as the key design metric for evaluating the fitness of each experimental de-

sign. After specifying any applicable design constraints, an optimization routine such

as Kriging can be run to obtain a design that corresponds to an optimum value for

the objective function. This usually involves minimizing or maximizing the objective

function, although it is possible to also specify a target value.

4.2 VrSuite Optimization Capabilities

The VrSuite software package offers design optimization capabilities, including use of

the Kriging method. When using the method, the software begins a run by selecting

a set of sampling points using any acceptable statistical method, such as fractional

factorial or Latin hypercube. For each Kriging iteration, the code defines an additional

set of sample points based on its algorithm. Note that while experimental data

has historically been used, simulations are used in this work for prediction of the

behaviour for any design within the specified design space. A simple example of

these capabilities is demonstrated here using the classical problem of one-dimensional

heat conduction into a semi-infinite solid. Of the three BCs typically chosen for this

problem (Dirichlet, Neumann, or Robin), a Neumann BC is selected here.
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Model Description and Analytical Solution

The VrSuite FEM thermal solver is utilized for this test case. The solution domain

consists of a 1 m long steel bar with square 10 mm by 10 mm ends, discretized as 200

equalized sized 8-node volume elements as shown in Figure 4.1:

Figure 4.1: The mesh and applied BCs used for demonstration of the VrSuite
optimization capabilities (heat conduction into a semi-infinite solid).

A Neumann BC of -k∂T/∂x |x=0 = 100 kW/m2 applied to one end of the bar through-

out the duration of the simulation, and symmetry BCs are used for all other faces of

the bar. The material properties of density ρ = 7832 kg/m3, specific heat capacity

c = 434 J/kg ·K, and thermal conductivity k = 63.9 W/m ·K set to reflect a sample

test problem available in [41]. The entire domain is initialized at a temperature of

T0 = 300 K. The exact solution for this problem is shown below [41]:

T (x, t) =
2q′′1 (αt/π)

1/2

k
exp

(−x2

4αt

)
− q′′1x

k
erfc

(
x

2
√
αt

)
+ T0 (4.1)

where q′′1 = -k∂T/∂x |x=0 and α = k/ρcp is the thermal diffusivity.

The sole design variable chosen for this optimization problem is the physically elapsed

time since the application of the surface flux BC, which is given a range of t = 300 s to
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t = 900 s. The bounding values on the design variable will not necessarily be chosen

as test points by the optimizer. The optimization tool is set to run for a total of 5

iterations of the Kriging algorithm, each with 5 distinct designs to be evaluated. The

objective function for this test consists of maximizing the highest temperature within

the domain at a given time. For this problem as time elapses with a prescribed heat

flux applied to one end, the temperature in the domain should rise monotonically and

the highest temperature within the domain should be located where the BC is applied.

This means that to maximize the highest temperature in the problem domain, the

optimal design returned by the optimization tool should be the largest elapsed time

that is examined.

Results

When the VrSuite optimization tool is set to use Kriging, visualizations of the objec-

tive function value obtained for each design point examined for all design variables

are produced, including graphical depiction of uncertainty in the value. The optimal

objective function value for each Kriging iteration and for the entire design problem

are also tracked.

Figure 4.2 depicts the evolution in the objective function values as the VrSuite op-

timizer runs multiple iterations, where the values of the sole design variable X1,

representing the elapsed time, are found along the abscissa and the negative value of

the objective function, the highest domain temperature at a given time multiplied by

-1, is found along the ordinate. Each point represents an individual design. While

counterintuitive, the objective function values shown are negative as the VrSuite op-

timization tool is coded to minimize the negative value of the objective function when

the maximize option is chosen, resulting in the plots seen. As such, it is expected that

longer elapsed times will yield more negative values for the objective function, which
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Figure 4.2: VrSuite optimization visualization for impact of design variable value
on objective function value, with uncertainty.

physically correspond to a higher maximum domain temperature of equal magnitude.

The left image contains the values for the initial set of design points chosen, which

exhibit the expected trend. The band between points represents the uncertainty in

the value of the objective function between the nodes, a visualization of the final

benefit discussed in the preamble for Section 4.1. For subsequent iterations using the

Kriging method, the VrSuite optimizer will chose values for the design variable to

minimize this uncertainty. This is exemplified in the right image of Figure 4.2, a plot

of objective function values for the final iteration, where many design points where

chosen at the initial locations of uncertainty.

Figure 4.3: Best objective function value for each Kriging iteration (left) and ob-
jective function value for overall optimal design (right).
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Plots of the best objective function values are also produced. Figure 4.3 shows the

evolution of the optimized objective function value over all Kriging iterations, with

the left graph displaying the best value from each individual iteration and the right

graph showing the overall best value from all iterations up until the current iteration.

The latter provides some means to evaluate convergence, where little change in the

overall minimum objective function value appears to occur after two iterations of the

Kriging algorithm. The generated optimal design of an elapsed time of t = 872.9 s

also matches expectations as it is the largest elapsed time simulated for this test.
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Figure 4.4: Simulated and analytical domain temperature profiles at six different
elapsed times for the one-dimensional semi-infinite bar with prescribed Neu-
mann BC.

To ensure the results are physically realistic, the simulated temperature profiles for

some of the design points are compared to those generated using the analytical solu-

tion given by Equation (4.1). Examining Figure 4.4, the expected trend of increasing

domain temperature with longer elapsed time is reflected by the domain temperature

profiles examined at some of the designs chosen by the VrSuite optimizing tool. The
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simulated values also match the analytical solution extremely closely at all times stud-

ied, differing by no more than 0.15% relative difference at any location corresponding

to a simulated data point, and it is also possible to claim that the semi-infinite con-

dition is preserved given that the temperature at the end opposite where the heat

flux is applied matches the initial domain temperature of T0 = 300 K. These results

demonstrate that the VrSuite optimizer tool is functioning as intended, and that it is

currently suitable to perform an initial optimization test for the MCHX technology.

4.3 Initial MCHX Optimization - Number of

Transfer Units Method

Optimization of heat exchangers is usually based on economically-driven metrics,

where an optimal design is that which offers the lowest operating costs through a

minimum pressure drop compared to the alternatives. Optimization based on these

metrics is readily described in literature, where the chosen objective function is com-

posed of an overall depreciation on investment cost and operational costs [31]. For

the MCHX technology, a different approach is chosen where the objective function

outlined in Section 4.3.1 not only incorporates the usual economic factors, but is also

influenced by the HXs ability to transfer heat effectively. This approach is used since

selecting a design with minimal economic impact alone is not sufficient for nuclear

applications where overall plant efficiency is a primary consideration.

While the operational costs can be determined once the pressure drop through the

MCHX is solved, the heat transfer performance of the exchanger requires solution of

dimensionless parameters, such as the Nusselt number (Nu) or Prandtl number (Pr),

and knowledge of all operating conditions including outlet temperatures. For this
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optimization problem only the inlet conditions and geometry are specified, and the

outlet conditions must be determined for each design in the DoE matrix. This is the

same type of problem that was described in Section 2.2, which can be classified as

a HX performance calculation. As such, the ε-NTU method is once again suitable

for the required analyses, and will be the basis of the model used by VrSuite for the

initial MCHX optimization.

A description of the model is presented in this section, following an outline of the

selected objective function. The results for this initial optimization of the MCHX

technology are presented thereafter.

4.3.1 Objective Function

For the initial optimization of an MCHX, an objective function that incorporates heat

transfer performance and losses due to friction is used, and all “other cost factors, i.e.,

equipment, maintenance and labor cost are not practically affected by the geometry”

of the exchanger [34]:

F = ηNu + βηf (4.2)

Here ηNu is a function that provides an amount of heat transfer augmentation with

respect to that for a smooth surface and is defined below, with Nu representing the

Nusselt number for the current design and NuSm being the value corresponding to

an identical exchanger with smooth surfaces, given by the Dittus-Boelter correlation

NuSm = 0.023Re0.8D Pr0.3 [34]:

ηNu =

(
Nu

NuSm

)−1

(4.3)
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The friction-based component of the objective function, ηf, is defined in Equa-

tion (4.4), where f is the Darcy friction factor associated with the current combi-

nation of fluid flow conditions and channel geometry, and fSm representing the value

corresponding to an identical HX with smooth surfaces, equivalent to fSm = 64/ReD

for a laminar flow or to fSm = (1.8log10ReD − 1.5)-2 for a turbulent flow [34]:

ηf =

(
f

fSm

)1/3

(4.4)

Finally, β is an economic weighting parameter that “accounts for the pumping cost

to thermal energy cost and can be estimated using data concerning the cost of a

unit of heat produced by natural fuel (e.g. natural gas) and the cost of the same

amount of electric energy [34].” It typically takes on a value between 0 and 0.1, and

while the economic analysis required to select this value is beyond the scope of this

thesis, a value of 0.03 is selected for this work to match that used by the authors of

the previously cited paper. For the MCHX analysis, an optimal solution would be

obtained through minimizing the objective function specified in Equation (4.2) [34].

4.3.2 Design Evaluation Method

In this analysis, only a single pair of identical square channels for hot and cold fluid

streams is examined for each design, the operating pressures Ph and Pc are assumed

to remain constant throughout the process, and water is chosen as the working fluid.

For each experiment in the DoE matrix, a value for an objective function must be

obtained in order to determine the merit of the corresponding design. In this initial

optimization of an MCHX, the chosen objective function in Equation (4.2) requires

solution of both a thermal-based function and a friction-based function. The required

values, such as outlet temperatures, can be determined using the method outlined in

Section 2.2.1 provided the geometry of the exchanger and the inlet conditions of the
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hot and cold fluid are specified. However, in most HX analyses using this method

solution of the required parameters occurs using the bulk mean temperature of the

fluid, or the average of Ti and To [41]. As such, the method utilized for this analysis

is iterative since only Ti is known initially.
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and inlet
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Figure 4.5: The solution procedure used for each experimental design of the MCHX,
using the ε-NTU method.

The solution procedure used is best described with the aid of the workflow diagram

seen in Figure 4.5. In the first iteration the bulk fluid temperatures, denoted as Th,b

and Tc,b, are set to equal the inlet temperatures Th,i and Tc,i respectively (1). Den-

sity, specific heat capacity at constant pressure, thermal conductivity, and dynamic

viscosity are then evaluated for both fluids at their respective operating pressure and

bulk temperature, using the thermophysical property tables that are readily avail-

able for water in the NIST database (2). The dimensionless parameters ReD and

Pr are computed (3), allowing for solution of f and Nu using correlations that are

available in the open literature (4). For example, measured friction factors for a wide
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range of operating conditions were correlated by Colebrook and are described by a

transcendental expression [41]:

1√
f
= −2.0log10

[
e/Dhy

3.7
+

2.51

ReD
√
f

]
(4.5)

where e is the surface roughness and Dhy is the hydraulic diameter. Additionally, a

correlation provided by Gnielinski allows for solution of Nu for a large range of ReD

in tubes, including the transition region [41]:

NuD =
(f/8)(ReD − 1000)Pr

1 + 12.7(f/8)1/2(Pr2/3 − 1)
(4.6)

Both expressions in Equations (4.5) and (4.6) are valid for all operating conditions

that would be encountered for any designs within the DoE matrix for the initial

optimization of the MCHX technology. The equations seen in Section 4.3.1 are used

to solve for the smooth surface friction factor and Nusselt number, fSm and NuSm.

With both the operating and smooth values for f and Nu computed, an objective

function value F can be obtained for the current design (5). For any iteration other

than the first, this value is compared to the previously obtained value and is considered

to be converged when the percent difference between subsequent iterations is reduced

past a specified convergence criteria. If the criteria is satisfied, F is returned (6).

However, if it is the first iteration of the solution process or the criteria is not satisfied,

the ε-NTU method outlined in Section 2.2.1 is used to solve for hot and cold fluid

outlet temperatures (7). For the overall heat transfer coefficient, H, a simple one-

dimensional thermal resistance model is used:

1

HA
=

1

h̄hAh

+
Lwall

kwallAwall

+
1

h̄cAc

(4.7)
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where h̄ is the convective heat transfer coefficient, Lwall is the wall thickness separating

the hot and cold fluid, kwall is the thermal conductivity of the HX wall, and A is the

heat transfer area for that element of the thermal resistance model. Should the hot

and cold channels be identical, as is the case for the analysis presented here, the

heat transfer area for all elements will be equivalent. Once the overall heat transfer

coefficient, effectiveness and NTU values, heat capacity rates, and heat transfer rates

are all solved, the bulk fluid temperatures Th,b and Tc,b can be calculated using the

inlet and outlet temperatures and subsequently used for evaluation of fluid properties

in the next iteration.

4.3.3 Design Space and Optimization Setup

For design problems like this initial optimization of an MCHX, it is typically desired

to use a design space consisting of only a few of the most important parameters. This

facilitates interpretation of the response of the objective function to the different

variables and maintains a sufficiently low computational cost that is conducive to

running multiple design iterations. While that approach is sound, there is some

flexibility in this particular instance since the computational overhead is low, which is

a result of having VrSuite run an independent executable that solves the HX problem

using the ε-NTU method detailed above instead of the default FEM solvers.

Consider the proposed problem of optimizing a simplified MCHX that is represented

by a single pair of channels for a hot and cold fluid stream. The total number of design

variables can be brought to a manageable level through a few simplifications. Letting

both hot and cold channels have identical square cross-sections, inlet flow speeds,

and operating pressures, the design can be characterized by the following variables:

channel length (L), channel width (w), wall thickness between channels (Lwall), and

hot and cold inlet flow velocity (v). The inlet temperatures of each fluid and their
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operating pressure are specified to match the target design values for the Generation

IV reactor designs, which at the time of writing are Tc = 350 oC, Th = 625 oC, and

Pc,h = 25 MPa [52].

The bounding values for each design variable, which are outlined in Table 4.1, are

chosen somewhat arbitrarily as this problem is only meant to serve as an example for

how this particular method can be used to perform an optimization. The bounds on

the channel width and height are chosen to encompass a large range, with the lower

end corresponding to the “micro” scale dimensions of the current MCHXs that are

commercially available.

Table 4.1: Design variable bounds for the initial MCHX optimization using the
ε-NTU method.

Design Variable Minimum Value Maximum Value

Channel Length, L [m] 0.5 15.0

Channel Width, w [m] 0.0005 0.075

Channel Wall Thickness, Lwall [m] 0.0001 0.05

Fluid Inlet Velocity, v [m/s] 0.1 10.0

The remaining required parameters are summarized in Table 4.2, with values cho-

sen somewhat arbitrarily. Once again, INCONEL alloy 600 or 690 are commonly

used materials for HXs used in nuclear applications, having thermal conductivities

of roughly k = 15.0 W/m ·K and k = 12.1 W/m ·K respectively for the temperature

ranges chosen for this test [42, 43]. An average of the two will be used for the initial

optimization. The convergence criteria is the same as that discussed in Section 4.3.2,

where the solver is deemed to be converged once the relative difference in the calcu-

lated value of the objective function for the current iteration compared to the previous
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iteration is less than the specified value. The VrSuite optimization tool is set to run

10 total iterations, evaluating 12 distinct designs in each iteration (three for each

design variable) for a total of 120 designs.

Table 4.2: Additional solver parameters for the MCHX objective function solver
using the ε-NTU method.

Solver Parameter Value

HX Thermal Conductivity, k [W/m·K] 13.55

Surface Roughness, e [m] 0.0005

Convergence Criteria 0.00001

4.3.4 Results

From the report generated automatically by VrSuite, the optimum design for the

simplified MCHX problem can be determined by first looking at the plots of the

objective function value for each Kriging iteration in Figure 4.6:

Figure 4.6: Minimum objective function value for each iteration (left) and over
all iterations (right) for the MCHX optimization problem using the ε-NTU
method.

The left graph indicates the best objective function value from each Kriging itera-

tion, whereas the right graph shows the overall best objective function value from all

iterations as the solver computes solutions for each design within the DoE matrix.
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Noting once again that the best design corresponds to a minimum objective function

value, the plots in Figure 4.6 indicate that the optimum solution was found during

the 5th Kriging iteration. The designs examined within this iteration are detailed in

Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: The portion of the DoE matrix corresponding to the 5th Kriging iteration,
adapted from the report generated by VrSuite.

Run No. L [m] w [m] Lwall [m] v [m/s] Obj. Value

49 3.29 0.0226 0.0001 3.909 0.081

50 0.50 0.0224 0.0001 8.910 0.133

51 15.0 0.0269 0.0001 6.506 1.055

52 15.0 0.0296 0.0001 7.076 1.597

53 15.0 0.0289 0.0001 5.298 1.549

54 2.75 0.0291 0.0001 6.233 1.537

55 7.64 0.0312 0.0001 5.759 1.970

56 0.50 0.0312 0.0001 8.282 1.897

57 5.42 0.0304 0.0001 6.993 1.751

58 0.50 0.0328 0.0001 6.722 2.277

59 0.50 0.0313 0.0001 6.157 2.037

60 13.4 0.0327 0.0001 8.314 2.116

The optimum design was examined in run number 49, providing an objective function

value of F = 0.081 with a combination of channel length L = 3.29 m, channel width

w = 0.0226 m, wall thickness between channels Lwall = 0.0001 m, and hot and cold

inlet flow velocity v = 3.909 m/s. What is immediately obvious from these results is

that the solver has determined the optimum design has a wall thickness between the

channels that corresponds to the lower bound on that parameter. This is expected as
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it would produce the best heat transfer properties for any configuration of the other

design parameters based on the role it plays in determining the overall heat transfer

coefficient via Equation (4.7). However, this computed value would yield an HX

with walls that would not be able to withstand thermal stresses. This is a result of

using an objective function that does not have any term that accounts for mechanical

failure, which is certainly something that must be evaluated in future analyses. Some

additional insight is provided by the plots of the objective function response to each

of the individual design variables when the others are fixed at their optimal values.

Figure 4.7: Objective function value response to all design variables in the 5th

Kriging iteration for the MCHX optimization problem using the ε-NTUmethod.

In Figure 4.7, the design variables L, w, Lwall, and v are represented by X1 through

X4 respectively. Once again, every data point on each graph represents the objective
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function value for an experiment from the DoE matrix, with the more vibrant points

denoting designs from more recent Kriging iterations. The band represents the un-

certainty in the objective function value at any location where there is no distinct

design, and the dashed line denotes the expected objective function response in those

locations.

From observation of the bottom left objective function response plot in Figure 4.7,

it does not seem that the wall thickness has a very large impact on the objective

function value, denoted by the very slight curve in the dashed line. This is a somewhat

intuitive result as the wall thickness only exists as a part of one component within the

expression for the overall heat transfer coefficient, which is not a dominant element

in the model described in Sections 2.2.1 and 4.3.2. However it still shows a slope

towards the lower bound, which is expected.

A similar trend can be seen in the plot for the length of the channel, in the top left

of Figure 4.7, although the curve is slightly more pronounced. The channel length

impacts both elements of the objective function provided by Equation 4.2, where

heat transfer will be augmented by a longer channel with an increased heat exchange

area, but the pressure drop that is incurred will be increased as well. The solver’s

choice of an optimal value that is closer to the lower bound would indicate that the

pressure drop is the dominant factor. This would change should a different value be

chosen for the economic weighting parameter β, where a larger value would increase

the dominance of the pressure drop component.

The response generated by change in the channel length is also impacted by the design

values used for the channel width and flow speed, and the solver’s determination

of the optimum values for these remaining parameters is not immediately obvious.
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Similar to the channel length, there appears to be a point of diminishing returns for

increasing the inlet flow velocity. There is reasonably large improvement in value

for the objective function as the flow speed is increased to the determined optimum

value, but any further increase of this value does not seem to generate any notable

improvements in the exhibited response, indicating that any augmentation in the

heat transfer properties of the HX is negated by an increase in frictional losses. The

optimal value falls once again near the lower bound of the problem, reinforcing the

previous conclusion that the pressure drop is a dominant factor in determining the

optimum design. Similar to response seen for the channel length, it is expected that

change in the economic weighting parameter would adjust the importance of pressure

drop in the analysis.

The top right plot in Figure 4.7 for the objective function response to change in

the channel width shows that there is a very clear-cut optimum value within the

specified design range. Given the prevalence of ReD within the equations used for

the ε-NTU method, it is not surprising that such an obvious optimal value would

exist. Additionally, variation in w has a large impact on the objective function value

with even small changes to the design value chosen, indicating that it is the dominant

design variable of the four chosen for this initial analysis. It is interesting that the

obtained optimum value for channel width of w = 0.0226 m is quite a bit larger than

the “micro” scale dimensions of the currently available MCHXs. This is most likely

due to the idealizations used to simplify this test problem, and it is expected that

evaluation of a more complete HX model, including realistic heat exchange between

the HX to the surrounding environment, would yield significantly different results.
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While it was possible to obtain an optimized design, the results obtained for some of

the design variables were not necessarily intuitive. The power of the Kriging optimiza-

tion method is emphasized here given that the equations involved when employing

the ε-NTU method are both coupled and non-linear. Having the ability to obtain

at least an initial estimate of an optimum design is particularly useful, especially in

the early stages of the design process. Emphasis here should not be placed on the

specific values obtained for the optimum design, but rather that this method can be

used to determine the importance of certain design parameters, and on the ability

to perform a search of the chosen design space for potential optimum designs that

would be worthy of further investigation and analysis. This particular problem is

also highly idealized, and examination of a more detailed HX model would also likely

provide drastically different results.

Finally, it should be noted that the graphs displayed in Figure 4.7 show the response

of the objective function to a single design variable while the entire design space is

four-dimensional, and thus they cover only a very small fraction of a large space. As

a future endeavour to improve coverage, a four-dimensional polynomial should be fit

to the optimal point and the eigenvectors of the Hessian of this polynomial should be

computed.

The report generated by VrSuite for this initial optimization of an MCHX using the

ε-NTU method can be found in Appendix B.

4.4 Initial Expansion to Optimization using FEM

While the model presented in Section 4.3 provides a good foundation for optimiza-

tion of the MCHX technology, a fully transient, three-dimensional FEM analysis is
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the desired modelling method. However, the added complexity is not conducive for

demonstrating the capabilities of the VrSuite optimization tool as a component of the

method presented in this work. As an alternative, a simplified optimization problem

using the VrSuite NS solver offers the opportunity to exhibit these capabilities, and

show a method that can be expanded upon to include the fully coupled analysis at a

later time. The model employed for this analysis uses the same mesh as that of the

initial MCHX FEM performed in Chapter 2.

4.4.1 Choice of Design Space and Objective Function

To demonstrate the capabilities of VrSuite’s optimization tool using Kriging with

FEM modelling without introducing too much complexity, the design space has been

limited to two variables: the channel hydraulic diameter and the inlet flow velocity.

For simplicity, the hot and cold fluid inlet flow speeds are constrained to be equivalent,

and the channels are identical and rectangular in shape. The bounds on channel size

have been arbitrarily chosen to once again be close to “micro” scale given the initial

nature of this analysis, in a similar vein to the reasoning used in Section 4.3.3. The

lower and upper bounds for both the channel height and width have been selected

to be 0.5 mm and 5 mm respectively. The optimizer is constrained to increment the

size by no more than 1 mm per iteration. Similarly, the inlet flow velocity bounds

are somewhat arbitrary, ranging from 1 m/s to 5 m/s, with a max increment size

of 1.5 m/s. It is intended to include a larger number of design variables for future

analyses, but simplicity is desired here for demonstrative purposes. The channels are

initialized with a hydraulic diameter of Dhy = 3.5 mm and the inlet flow speed of both

fluids is set to vi = 2 m/s. The optimization tool is set up to use three values for each

design variable in the base experimental set, and each of three total iterations of the

Kriging method subsequently utilize three new values for each variable.
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To maintain simplicity, minimization of overall pressure drop ΔP through the channels

is chosen for the objective function. This function is not only sufficiently simple, but

offers an intuitive solution via the Darcy-Weisbach equation for head loss [53]:

ΔP = f · L

Dhy

· ρv
2

2
(4.8)

where ΔP is the pressure drop, f is the Darcy friction factor, L is the channel length,

Dhy is the hydraulic diameter, ρ is the fluid density, and v is the fluid velocity. From

Equation (4.8), it can be seen that the expected pressure drop is both proportional to

the square of the flow velocity and inversely proportional to the hydraulic diameter,

indicating that our optimal design should correspond to that which has the largest

Dhy and lowest v.

4.4.2 Results

Figure 4.8: 2-D objective function response surface (left) and corresponding uncer-
tainty for each design variable (right) for the first Kriging iteration.

When the optimizer is run for problems involving more than one design variable,

the optimizer tool is capable of producing a two-dimensional response surface for the
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objective function, seen on the left of Figure 4.8, in addition to the usual plots of

the uncertainty in the objective function value versus design variable value. This is

particularly useful when examining only two design variables as their effect on the

objective function value can be depicted simultaneously.

In Figure 4.8, X is representative of the channel hydraulic diameter and Y is the inlet

flow velocity. After the first Kriging iteration, the optimization tool has determined

that this system has a minimum pressure drop of ΔP = 411 Pa for design variable

values of Dhy = 2.38 mm and vi = 2.11 m/s. While changes in the hydraulic diameter

appear to have a minor effect on the pressure drop, increasing the flow speed appears

to be the more significant factor, which is denoted by the sharp gradients in colour

in the left image of Figure 4.8, and is the intuitive result. These results become more

refined as the optimizer continues to solve, producing an “optimal” solution where

a pressure drop of ΔP = 390 Pa is exhibited, corresponding to Dhy = 5.00 mm and

vi = 1.00 m/s for the fixed length of L = 50.0 mm.

This is the expected result from Equation (4.8) since ΔP is proportional to the square

of velocity and inversely proportional to the hydraulic diameter. Additionally, it

is interesting to note that the design variable values designated as optimal by the

solver are bounding values. It is expected that should the range be increased, the

VrSuite optimization tool would choose larger hydraulic diameter and smaller inlet

flow velocity values.

The two-dimensional objective function response surface, uncertainty plot for the

inlet flow velocity, and convergence graph for the third of three Kriging iterations

are shown in Figure 4.9. The trends observed previously appear to persist through

the three iterations of the Kriging method, and it appears that the optimizer has
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reached a converged discrete solution. However, it would likely be beneficial to run

the optimizer for a few more iterations to be certain of this conclusion.

Figure 4.9: For the 3rd iteration, the 2-D objective function response surface (left),
uncertainty plot (middle), and optimizer convergence (right).



Chapter 5

Conclusions

The objective of this work was to provide organization to the current MCHX re-

search by demonstrating methods that can be used to perform analysis of potential

microchannel heat exchanger designs. This was done successfully through creation

of an accurate channel pair FEM model, generation of novel SPH simulations of free

surface and two-phase flows with results that qualitatively represent the underlying

physics, and determining an initial optimum MCHX channel pair design for input

conditions selected to match the current Gen IV target values. Given the scarcity of

design information for commercially available MCHXs in open literature, as well as

the general exploratory nature of this work, these contributions are highly significant.

Most notably, there is now an excellent foundation for future analyses of the MCHX

technology.

The following sections present the major conclusions and specific results for each of

the distinct methods examined, beginning with a review of the initial microchannel

heat exchanger FEM modelling that was performed. Discussion of the most pertinent

SPH models and the results from the first attempt at optimization of the technology

follow, and a review of potential topics for further examination closes the chapter,

and this thesis.

75
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5.1 MCHX FEM Model Development and Analy-

sis

The first approach selected for analysis of the MCHX technology entailed use of the

VrSuite software package and its FEMmodelling capabilities to provide the framework

for generation of an initial channel pair model. Although the requirements for an

analysis and the elements that are included can yield FEM models that are quite

complex, the method still offers a level of flexibility and ease of implementation that

was attractive for the preliminary analysis discussed in Chapter 2.

Given that the initial analysis could be classified as a heat exchanger performance

calculation, the ε-NTU was utilized to generate outlet temperatures for both fluids,

the total heat transfer rate, and the effectiveness for the modelled MCHX channel

pair geometry. The method is commonly used for these types of HX problems, and

comparison to the analytical results it can produce provided a means by which the

simulated FEM results could be evaluated.

For the chosen geometry and inlet conditions, results produced by the VrSuite FEM

simulations corresponded very well to those generated by the ε-NTU method. At

steady state, which occurred around a physical time of approximately 6 hrs, outlet

temperatures for the cold and hot fluids of Tc,o,sim = 31.31 oC and Th,o,sim = 68.54 oC

were found. These values match those produced using the aforementioned method

of Tc,o,ana = 31.50oC and Th,o,ana = 68.37 oC, and comparison of the total temper-

ature changes in either fluid yields relative differences of no more than 2.92%. A

similarly reasonable comparison exists for the obtained heat transfer rates and effec-

tiveness’, with there being only 2.30% relative difference between qsim = 200.3 W and

qana = 205.0 W and only 3.01% between εsim = 0.129 and εana = 0.133.
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Examination of the simulated temperature profiles for both the cold and hot fluid

also appear to indicate that heat is being transferred from the hot fluid, through the

MCHX solid domain, and into the cold fluid as intended. The shape of the profiles

mimic the expected trends for the counterflow configuration selected, although slightly

sharper temperature gradients exist near the fluid inlets. A quick mesh sensitivity

study shows that even a drastic increase in total element count from 1680 to 15600

8-node volume elements produces negligible changes in either the total heat transfer

rate or HX effectiveness for the examined MCHX channel pair configuration. As

such, use of the initial model for expansion of the optimization problem presented

in Chapter 4 was recommended, especially considering that a fully-transient, three-

dimensional, coupled analysis could be performed in approximately 1.81 hrs of total

computation time.

Despite the excellent match seen in the simulated results and those produced using the

ε-NTU method, there are some notable limitations to the initial model. Modelling

of only a single HX channel pair is the most notable, and examination of a more

detailed model such as one including an entire array of channels is recommended. Inlet

plenums for either fluid are not currently modelled, where inclusion of those features

would likely improve the accuracy of the results and would facilitate capturing of

any existing entrance effects. The slightly sharp gradients in the fluid temperature

profiles might also be smoothed with the addition of the inlet plenums.

Regardless, the preliminary MCHX model still accomplishes the desired goal of show-

casing how FEM can be used as an analysis method for this particular problem. It

bears repeating that the results produced are only preliminary, and that the method

used is what should be focused on. Even still, the excellent agreement found between

the simulated results and those found using the ε-NTU method suggested that the
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model is replicating an MCHX channel pair acceptably for a very preliminary model.

The model was also deemed acceptable for use as the basis for the initial optimization

using the FEM method for similar reasoning.

5.2 Use of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

With the initial MCHX FEM model successfully developed the research focus shifted

towards use of smoothed particle hydrodynamics, an alternative analysis method that

offers the ability to examine problems with complex phenomena. More specifically,

the possibility of boiling flows within the MCHX channels exists and use of the SPH

framework greatly facilitates the resolution of flows with sharp discontinuities in ma-

terial properties or moving phase boundaries. Such problems would be very difficult

to solve using traditional fixed-mesh FEM, which emphasizes the importance of the

SPH method and provided a motive for examining the capabilities of the method in

this work.

Demonstration of the method was accomplished through presentation of a number of

problems ranging from simple fluid flow or heat transfer models to a heated channel

model that incorporated boiling, beginning with an examination of the VrSuite SPH-

NS solver. Results that qualitatively simulate the observed physics were obtained for

a free surface flow model of a drop falling into a fixed basin, including the expected

oscillatory motion that would occur for the particles that did not jump over the

side walls upon initial contact. Similarly plausible flow was also exhibited in the

model that incorporated a particle inlet and outlet, where injection and removal of

particles from the solution domain were simulated successfully. The occurrence of

what appeared to be an eddy-like flow structure downstream of the backwards-facing

step in the model was also particularly encouraging despite the low resolution, an
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issue that would be rectified with reduced particle size and spacing while increasing

particle count. In both cases, the obtained results appear to replicate those that can

be found in other sources successfully.

Application of the VrSuite SPH thermal solver to model the Stefan problem generated

results that agree strongly with the analytical solution, where the simulated data

points differed by no more than 5.66% from their respective analytical values. The

location of the solidification front at an elapsed time of t = 0.0568 s was determined

by the software to be xsim ≈ 0.225, which compares very favourably to the analytical

value of xsim ≈ 0.2383, differing by only 5.6%. A significant result from this test

problem is certainly the ability of the method to effectively resolve phase change

within stationary particles, which represented a key step in creating a foundation for

the MCHX modelling efforts.

The heat transfer problem was further expanded upon to models involving both the

SPH NS and thermal solvers. In the pool boiling model, application of heat to

the bottom of the pool directly caused the adjacent fluid particles to experience

phase change to vapour, denoted by a distinct change in the volume around them.

While the fluid domain was not subjected to any flow BCs, observation of motion

throughout caused by the expansion of the vapour bubbles is significant and indicates

successful coupling the two SPH solvers. Expansion to a model of flowing water

through a channel with heated walls produced similarly plausible bubble nucleation

and expansion within the moving fluid, an accomplishment that is both novel and

significant considering the difficulties that would be posed if traditional FEM were

used. The results generated from both of the models using coupled SPH-NS and

SPH thermal solvers suggest that simulation of boiling flows within a more complex

MCHX model is probable.
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Although the analyses presented were preliminary, the results generated by all models

appeared to be qualitatively simulating the observed physics and suggest that the

solvers are functioning appropriately. The purpose of creating these SPH models was

simply to demonstrate the ability to model more complex free surface flows using

the method, and to establish it as a tool that can be used should the possibility of

multiphase flow conditions within the heat exchanger exist.

5.3 Optimization Method for the MCHX

To augment the selection of available design tools discussed, namely traditional fixed-

mesh FEM for quick analyses and application of smoothed particle hydrodynamics

for problems with more complex flow phenomena, the Kriging optimization method

provides the designer with the ability to efficiently explore a design space to generate

knowledge of parameter interactions or search for optimal designs. VrSuite offers the

ability to solve optimization problems using the Kriging method, which was success-

fully demonstrated for both a simple test problem and for the initial optimization of

the MCHX technology.

The classical test problem of one-dimensional conduction into a semi-infinite solid

was expanded upon to become a simple optimization problem. Using the elapsed

time since application of a fixed Neumann BC to one end of the domain as the sole

design variable, the VrSuite optimization tool was used to determine an optimum

“design” that would yield the greatest maximum domain temperature. The optimal

design generated by the solver used an elapsed time of t = 872.9 s, the expected

result given that it was the largest time examined within the provided bounds on

the sole design variable. Examination of the temperature profiles within the solid

domain at a number of times also showed very good agreement with the analytical
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solution for the problem, exhibiting no more than a 0.15% relative difference at any

location corresponding to a simulated data point, indicating that the optimization

tool is certainly functional.

Application of Kriging-based optimization via the ε-NTU method to the MCHX was

also successfully demonstrated, while utilizing an objective function that incorporated

not only the usual economic factors but also a term for heat transfer performance.

For the given bounds on the selected design parameters, the channel pair geometry

and inlet flow velocity, the computed optimal design provided an objective function

value of F = 0.081 using a combination of channel length L = 3.29 m, channel width

w = 0.0226 m, wall thickness between channels Lwall = 0.0001 m, and hot and cold

inlet flow velocity v = 3.909 m/s.

As expected, the optimal value for the wall thickness between channels corresponds

to the lower bound on that design parameter. However, it should be noted that use

of an objective function that does not account for mechanical failure produced an

optimum value for the wall thickness that would not be able to withstand thermal

stresses. This could be rectified with appropriate adjustments to the utilized objective

function, although it is expected a different optimum value for that design parameter

would be produced. Additionally, the sensitivity of the objective function value to

changes in Lwall appear to be minimal.

A similar trend in the objective function response to changes in the channel length

is also seen, with the optimal value falling within the lowest quarter of the specified

range provided for that design variable. Changes in the channel length impacts both

elements of the objective function, but the location of the optimal value suggests that

the component driven by the pressure drop is the dominant factor. Granted, this
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element of the objective function response is directly tied to the economic weighting

parameter β and choice of a different value would strongly influence the obtained

results.

Increasing in the inlet flow speed from the lower bound shows distinct improvement

until the determined optimal value is reached. However there appears to be a point of

diminishing returns for any further increases where improvement in the heat transfer

characteristics are offset by the larger frictional losses, supporting the earlier claim

that the pressure drop term in the objective function tends to dominate the overall

response for the given parameters. Additionally the objective function shows the

most defined and drastic response to variation in the channel width, indicating that

it is the dominant design variable for this initial examination. Interestingly, the

optimal channel width of w = 0.0226 m is substantially larger than the “micro” scale

dimensions of the commercial MCHXs that are currently available, which is most

likely a result of the modelling idealizations used for this initial application of the

Kriging optimization method.

To demonstrate application of the same optimization method to the MCHX FEM

model developed in Chapter 2, a simplified version of the problem using only the

FEM NS solver was presented. Given the dominance of the economic term in the

previously utilized objective function, the selected objective function was limited

to the pressure drop alone to maintain simplicity. With the inlet flow speed and

channel hydraulic diameter also selected as the only design variables, a the VrSuite

optimization tool determined that a minimum pressure drop of ΔP = 390 Pa could

be obtained using design values of Dhy = 5.00 mm and vi = 1.00 m/s. Both of the

optimal design values also correspond to bounding values for those parameters, an

expected result that bolsters confidence that the optimization tool is functioning as
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intended and that the method can be used for more complex versions of the MCHX

design problem than that presented in this work.

5.4 Recommendations for Future Work

The majority of the observations and conclusions presented in this work result from

examination or use of very preliminary models for an MCHX, with the intent of

demonstrating methods that can be used to perform the desired analyses. As such,

there exist a number of notable modelling adaptations or adjustments to the ap-

proaches used that would either address some of the discrepancies in the presented

results or improve the overall fidelity of the models. Some suggestions for possible

enhancements that future research directly associated with this work could examine

include, but are certainly not limited to, that which follows.

The initial FEM model presented in Chapter 2 consist of only a single pair of channels,

which was done to ensure simplicity for the preliminary analysis shown. Expanding

this model to include multiple MCHX plates with numerous channels on each and

including heat transfer with the environment surrounding the entire HX, similar to

the level of complexity displayed on the left side of Figure 2.2, would provide a more

accurate assessment of the performance of the HX design. Additionally, the only

channel shape modelled in this work is a square channel for both working fluids.

Examination of the effectiveness of a HX design utilizing different channel geometry

for either one or both of the hot and cold fluid channels would provide valuable

insight. Development these new models would also support integration of channel

geometry as an additional design parameter for future optimization attempts. The

overall fidelity of the generated models could also stand to be improved upon through

successive increases in the level of detail incorporated as the models become more
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refined. As examples, examination of the effect of channel fouling on the performance

of the heat exchanger or running analyses with fully coupled VrSuite FEM thermal,

NS, AD, and stress solvers as discussed in Section 2.1.2 to evaluate the impact of

channel deformation should be performed.

The models presented using the SPH method offer similar room for improvement,

with performing a more thorough evaluation of the VrSuite SPH-NS solver having

the highest priority. The results discussed are primarily qualitative in nature as the

software functionality to extract data that would allow for proper analysis and verifi-

cation of the solver had not been implemented at the time of writing. Once the ability

to extract data such as time-averaged velocity profiles at a location within a channel

exists, performing verification of the existing channel model through a quantitative

comparison with known solutions for the same type of flow and by examining the

heat transfer that occurs from heated walls to the fluid should occur.

Once completed, the heated channel flow model should be expanded upon to become

a single MCHX channel pair for a hot and cold fluid, perhaps using a particle dis-

cretization similar to that shown in Figure 5.1. The coarser set of particles represents

the MCHX solid, while the finer discretization of particles is for the two fluids. Use

of the SPH method would allow for examination of a channel pair that potentially

contains multiphase fluids, and a direct comparison of the obtained results to those

generated using the FEM model described in Chapter 2 could be performed. Fur-

thermore, all of the SPH models presented have been created to be only a single

layer “thick” to reduce complexity of the problems used for an initial verification

of the software, which differs from a three-dimensional analysis by a single global

scalar constant. Examination of a fully three-dimensional SPH model of an MCHX

channel pair, or larger grouping of channels similar to the larger MCHX FEM model
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Figure 5.1: A potential SPH particle discretization that can be used to model an
MCHX channel pair.

of multiple plates suggested above, is of interest. Finally, interface thermodynamics

were not taken into account for any problems involving phase change, which should

be addressed going forward.

As with the analyses presented using FEM and the SPH method, the initial optimiza-

tion of an MCHX design that was detailed in Chapter 4 is very much a preliminary

demonstration of the capability of the Kriging method to be used for a problem of

this type. The problem presented had been greatly simplified to use only four design

variables, and performing a similar optimization using a greater number could dras-

tically alter the determined optimal design. Specifically, distinct channel geometry

and inlet flow conditions are suggested as a starting point. The objective function

utilized for the initial optimization problem also does not account for the possibility

of rupturing channels. It is critical that there is no mixing of the hot and cold side

fluids, and any design within the DoE matrix that will rupture due to stresses caused

by high thermal gradients should be immediately rejected regardless of the objective

function value obtained. The current “optimum” value for the wall thickness between
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channels of Lwall = 0.0001 m is extremely small and would not be able to handle the

thermal stresses that would be encountered during operation. Use of a modified ob-

jective function is expected to rectify this. Additionally, another simplified problem

was presented in Section 4.4 that only used the VrSuite FEM NS solver. While the

reasoning to use only the one solver was predominantly for simplicity, the software is

currently unable to run optimization problems that use coupled solvers. Furthering

of the FEM-based optimization detailed there to include the other solvers is strongly

suggested once the capability to do so is implemented, allowing for comparison to the

results obtained using the ε-NTU method as the basis for optimization. It would also

be beneficial to run experiments to verify the output of each optimization problem

to hopefully confirm that the designs are optimal.
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Appendix A

VrSuite Solver Verification

Verification of all VrSuite solvers is well documented, where comparison of simulated

results to exact analytical solutions or experimental data for a variety of basic and

complex test problems shows good agreement in all cases examined [40,52,54,55]. The

examples shown in the following sections serve to augment the available verification

test cases.

A.1 FEM Solvers

A test example for the VrSuite thermal solver is detailed in this section.

A.1.1 VrSuite Thermal Solver

Verification of the VrSuite thermal solver was shown in Section 4.2 while demonstrat-

ing the capabilities of the VrSuite optimization tool. In addition to that test, the

same problem of one-dimensional heat conduction into a semi-infinite solid will be

exhibited here, using a Robin BC instead of the Neumann BC that was previously

used.
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Model Description and Analytical Solution

The solution domain and material properties used are chosen to match those selected

for the test case presented in Section 4.2. That is, a 1 m long steel bar with square

10 mm by 10 mm ends, discretized using 200 equally sized 8-node volume elements.

The material properties for the bar include density ρ = 7832 kg/m3, specific heat

capacity cp = 434 J/kg ·K, and thermal conductivity k = 63.9 W/m ·K, which are

chosen to match those given in a sample test problem available in [41]. The entire

domain is initialized at a temperature of T0 = 300 K, and a Robin BC is applied to

one end of the bar using an ambient temperature of T∞ = 400 K and convective heat

transfer coefficient of h̄ = 400 W/m2 ·K. The remaining surfaces of the bar are set

to be adiabatic. The exact solution for this problem is as follows [41]:

T (x, t)− T0

(T∞ − T0)
= erfc

(
x

2
√
αt

)
−

[
exp

(
h̄x

k
+

h̄2αt

k2

)][
erfc

(
x

2
√
αt

+
h̄
√
αt

k

)]
(A.1)

where x represents an axial location along the bar, t is time, and α = k/ρcp is the

thermal diffusivity.

Results

The temperature profile within the bar is examined at 5 arbitrarily chosen times of

t = 50 s, 100 s, 500 s, 1000 s, and 1500 s, and are shown in Figure A.1. Upon ex-

amination, it is seen that the expected trend of monotonically increasing domain

temperature relative to elapsed time is present. The simulated values for domain

temperature also agree very well with the analytical solution given by Equation (A.1)

for all elapsed times evaluated, showing a relative difference no more than 0.098%

at any location corresponding to a simulated data point. Of importance is that the
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Figure A.1: Temporal evolution of the temperature profile within a semi-infinite
bar with 1-D heat conduction and applied Robin BC.

semi-infinite condition is preserved, denoted by a temperature of T = 300 K at a lo-

cation of x = 1 m that is equivalent to the initial domain temperature. These results

certainly seem to indicate that the VrSuite thermal solver is performing as expected.

A.2 SPH Solvers

The verification tests performed for the VrSuite SPH solvers, the Navier-Stokes and

thermal solvers, are provided in this section.

A.2.1 SPH Thermal Solver

As with the VrSuite FEM thermal solver, the classical problem of one-dimensional

heat conduction into a semi-infinite solid serves as an intuitive option for verification

of the SPH thermal solver. A Dirichlet BC will be applied in this example.
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Model Description and Analytical Solution

For this problem, an identical solution domain to that used in Section 3.4.3 consisting

of a stationary 50 particle by 10 particle array with a spacing of 20 mm is used.

The physical parameters are normalized, with density ρ = 1, specific heat capacity

at constant pressure cp = 1, and thermal conductivity k = 1 chosen to match those

found in [56] to allow for comparison to their simulated results. The entire domain

is subject to the IC T0 = 0 and a Dirichlet temperature BC of T1 = 1 is applied

to one side of the domain throughout the duration of the simulation, while the top

and bottom surfaces are adiabatic. The exact solution for this problem is shown

below [41]:

T (x, t) = (T0 − T1)erf

(
x

2
√
αt

)
+ T1 (A.2)

where x once again is an axial location along the bar, t is time, and α = k/ρcp is the

thermal diffusivity.

Results

Visualizations of the domain temperature profile along the length of the bar at three

different instances in time are depicted in Figure A.2. As with the other test cases,

the expected general trend of monotonically increasing domain temperature as time

progresses is exhibited. The three profiles presented (data set 1) match the analytical

solution given by Equation (A.2) very closely, yielding percent differences no greater

than 9.40% at any of the simulated data points. A second set of independently per-

formed analyses (data set 2) also compare favourably with both data set 1 and the

analytical solutions, where the small differences between common data points are

likely due to slightly different values used for the solver parameters governing con-

vergence and stability. The discrepancies seen between the analytical and simulated
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Figure A.2: SPH solver-generated domain temperature profiles in a semi-infinite
bar with 1-D heat conduction using a Dirichlet BC.

results are most likely dominated by the coarse distribution of SPH particles, which

can easily be improved upon by increasing the number of particles and reducing the

particle spacing. Additionally, it is possible to conclude that the semi-infinite condi-

tion is preserved given that no end effects are observable at the side of the bar opposite

the imposed BC, indicated by temperatures equal to the initial temperature.

A.2.2 Navier-Stokes (NS) Solver

At the time of writing, it was not possible to perform a thorough evaluation of the

VrSuite SPH-NS solver. Required software tools, such as the ability to export fluid

velocity profiles at a specified location are not yet available, but are planned for

implementation at a later date. Once said functionality is introduced, it is strongly

recommended that a thorough verification of the solver be performed.



Appendix B

MCHX Optimization: VrSuite-Generated

Report

The optimization report automatically generated by VrSuite for the initial optimiza-

tion of an MCHX using the ε-NTU method detailed in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4

can be found on Page 99. While functional, the software is still in development and

the formatting of the report has not yet been finalized. Some items may appear in

different locations or will be formatted differently when the report setup is completed.

Note that VrSuite automatically assigns an each design variable an arbitrarily num-

bered name, starting with X1, when producing plots of the relationship between the

objective function and each variable. Table B.1 summarizes these designations.
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Table B.1: VrSuite variable designations for the graphs produced in the automati-
cally generated optimization report.

Designation Design Variable

X1 Channel Length, L

X2 Channel Width, w

X3 Channel Wall Thickness, Lwall

X4 Fluid Inlet Velocity, v



OPTIMIZATION REPORT

Contents

1. Design variable setup 2
2. Block iteration 1 3
3. Block iteration 2 5
4. Block iteration 3 7
5. Block iteration 4 9
6. Block iteration 5 11
7. Block iteration 6 13
8. Block iteration 7 15
9. Block iteration 8 17
10. Block iteration 9 19
11. Block iteration 10 21

1

,
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2 OPTIMIZATION REPORT

1. Design variable setup

Project name: Dec12MCHX OptFn Simplest

Variable Min Value Max Value
L 0.5 15
w 0.0005 0.075

Lwall 0.0001 0.05
v 0.1 10

Table 1: Optimization variables setup by user

Block type: Kriging

,
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 3

2. Block iteration 1

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
1 2.31488 0.0489895 0.00844623 5.06212 4.92521
2 4.95078 0.0745637 0.0220369 3.24478 8.18823
3 1.4496 0.0128478 0.027603 6.4609 3.43873
4 14.7221 0.0370484 0.0318078 1.13975 4.07545
5 11.2047 0.0590911 0.00171404 7.90574 5.4243
6 11.6392 0.013326 0.0137215 9.43106 2.9783
7 9.0093 0.0388965 0.00502086 2.37326 3.90844
8 3.26474 0.0555545 0.0433577 4.69747 5.79364
9 8.17369 0.023297 0.0459458 0.430908 0.39268
10 12.825 0.0679009 0.0374066 6.96707 6.36938
11 7.42761 0.0274446 0.0415867 8.67754 1.12038
12 5.7925 0.00397907 0.018662 3.56234 11.0545

Runs: 12 Not completed

Table 2: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 1

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 2 s
Total elapsed time: 2 s

,
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 5

3. Block iteration 2

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
13 6.56025 0.0213426 0.0314036 7.73487 0.402604
14 5.65263 0.0239003 0.00799888 2.69928 0.442971
15 15 0.0232547 0.0247275 4.34829 0.230447
16 7.883 0.0233331 0.0294284 4.05028 0.24797
17 11.1624 0.0203316 0.0106928 0.1 4.94232
18 11.2728 0.0214514 0.0001 8.93914 0.363732
19 13.1625 0.0237766 0.000100003 0.1 3.03742
20 12.746 0.0198745 0.05 4.24573 0.913618
21 10.8013 0.0216462 0.0115718 3.49267 0.376192
22 11.2223 0.0253083 0.0001 10 0.64694
23 0.5 0.0195903 0.05 0.1 6.33752
24 8.21663 0.0200656 0.0406327 0.1 5.10546

Runs: 12 Not completed

Table 3: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 2

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 1 s
Total elapsed time: 12 s

,
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 7

4. Block iteration 3

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
25 8.9803 0.0241083 0.05 1.97961 0.474242
26 15 0.0213128 0.0155096 6.2558 0.426569
27 15 0.0230426 0.0387413 8.72979 0.1858
28 0.5 0.0248464 0.05 0.503512 0.756437
29 9.40382 0.023686 0.00687756 8.063 0.317534
30 4.75357 0.0233914 0.0259243 9.76923 0.254871
31 15 0.0189377 0.0398555 8.32755 1.07216
32 10.1368 0.0229036 0.0227997 8.94908 0.157086
33 15 0.02223 0.0452199 3.8754 0.191891
34 11.1101 0.0186784 0.0001 7.36177 1.17933
35 0.5 0.0249849 0.0152235 8.96887 0.59358
36 1.13307 0.0188815 0.00906985 9.54388 1.06346

Runs: 12 Not completed

Table 4: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 3

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 1 s
Total elapsed time: 23 s

,
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 9

5. Block iteration 4

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
37 9.6943 0.0225634 0.0316133 4.20701 0.0920682
38 10.0434 0.022779 0.0341742 3.70534 0.111349
39 10.6976 0.0224649 0.0275081 4.428 0.118642
40 9.97827 0.0228657 0.0222195 9.11909 0.149461
41 10.3591 0.022845 0.0355041 3.60861 0.127135
42 9.72235 0.0229867 0.0224349 9.03622 0.171012
43 11.0115 0.0225235 0.0293577 4.26298 0.103204
44 10.4619 0.0228007 0.0339865 3.73965 0.116924
45 11.2564 0.0243283 0.05 9.95526 0.434668
46 10.571 0.0239936 0.034332 9.32815 0.373098
47 4.53935 0.0225103 0.0001 5.0587 0.102731
48 8.49767 0.022493 0.0148733 4.70715 0.109723

Runs: 12 Not completed

Table 5: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 4

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 2 s
Total elapsed time: 36 s
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 11

6. Block iteration 5

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
49 3.28674 0.0226133 0.0001 3.90949 0.0814062
50 0.5 0.0223547 0.0001 8.91037 0.132558
51 15 0.0268906 0.0001 6.50593 1.05546
52 15 0.0295885 0.0001 7.07636 1.59711
53 15 0.028897 0.0001 5.29803 1.54888
54 2.74546 0.0291074 0.0001 6.23296 1.53664
55 7.64051 0.0311587 0.0001 5.75875 1.96975
56 0.5 0.0311807 0.0001 8.28196 1.89671
57 5.42037 0.0303797 0.0001 6.99271 1.75112
58 0.5 0.032753 0.0001 6.72154 2.2773
59 0.5 0.0313214 0.0001 6.15669 2.03719
60 13.3745 0.0327459 0.0001 8.31433 2.11564

Runs: 12 Not completed

Table 6: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 5

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 2 s
Total elapsed time: 47 s
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 13

7. Block iteration 6

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
61 0.5 0.022088 0.05 10 0.208321
62 6.46998 0.0221589 0.05 10 0.178477
63 15 0.0225583 0.0342268 10 0.0877012
64 6.68902 0.0379718 0.05 10 2.84874
65 15 0.0391401 0.05 10 2.99831
66 15 0.0372262 0.05 10 2.73093
67 12.1892 0.038211 0.05 8.71537 2.94849
68 12.0506 0.0382598 0.0288578 9.90378 2.88311
69 7.7889 0.0406837 0.0394814 9.43072 3.25037
70 10.4182 0.0388801 0.0446301 9.6276 2.98618
71 15 0.0419369 0.0307303 9.72272 3.38496
72 15 0.0408291 0.0364469 8.82611 3.30243

Runs: 12 Not completed

Table 7: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 6

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 2 s
Total elapsed time: 58 s
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 15

8. Block iteration 7

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
73 5.26643 0.0232907 0.05 1.41052 0.205457
74 15 0.0457339 0.05 0.1 8.13829
75 15 0.0474965 0.05 0.1 8.62836
76 15 0.0466051 0.0229811 0.1 8.3828
77 8.9916 0.0465431 0.0426583 0.1 8.36702
78 13.9228 0.0466015 0.0416892 0.1 8.38397
79 15 0.0488033 0.0001 0.1 8.97723
80 12.2684 0.048486 0.0176074 0.1 8.89327
81 15 0.0500987 0.05 0.1 9.31341
82 6.19472 0.044524 0.05 0.1 7.8
83 9.12849 0.0451448 0.0001 0.1 7.97203
84 15 0.0490427 0.043385 0.1 9.04103

Runs: 12 Not completed

Table 8: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 7

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 2 s
Total elapsed time: 70 s
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 17

9. Block iteration 8

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
85 6.85587 0.0225843 0.0001 4.19674 0.0848904
86 15 0.0227736 0.00949943 8.75634 0.130974
87 5.27661 0.0224905 0.00916522 4.14887 0.113441
88 5.62621 0.0296645 0.05 0.1 2.39695
89 0.993415 0.0309519 0.05 0.1 2.97341
90 1.45259 0.0302898 0.0336464 0.1 2.68203
91 0.5 0.0226468 0.0001 6.87603 0.10235
92 9.0922 0.0224268 0.05 4.09366 0.132381
93 14.5398 0.0226557 0.0150017 10 0.107855
94 2.72626 0.0302162 0.0467501 0.1 2.64778
95 4.36311 0.031494 0.0363392 0.1 3.2142
96 0.5 0.0314459 0.0325708 0.1 3.18786

Runs: 12 Not completed

Table 9: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 8

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 2 s
Total elapsed time: 83 s
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 19

10. Block iteration 9

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
97 0.5 0.0225652 0.05 8.43636 0.0842688
98 0.5 0.0228759 0.0001 4.63985 0.144062
99 0.5 0.0227752 0.0001 8.0096 0.130124
100 0.5 0.0223493 0.05 6.21252 0.152587
101 8.74224 0.0223599 0.05 5.82349 0.141029
102 0.5 0.0227775 0.0001 5.6867 0.123803
103 0.5 0.0224965 0.05 7.27882 0.107727
104 0.5 0.0225247 0.0374445 8.42183 0.0976556
105 13.0778 0.0225654 0.05 9.84864 0.0897764
106 0.5 0.022849 0.0001 3.67118 0.127987
107 0.5 0.0636752 0.0001 0.1 12.9766
108 8.39217 0.0639485 0.0001 0.1 12.4523

Runs: 12 Not completed

Table 10: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 9

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 3 s
Total elapsed time: 96 s
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OPTIMIZATION REPORT 21

11. Block iteration 10

Run No. L w Lwall v Obj. Value
109 0.5 0.0518842 0.05 10 5.18247
110 8.30762 0.0518782 0.05 10 4.54162
111 4.3763 0.0522913 0.0300993 10 4.63768
112 4.38363 0.0509397 0.0412051 10 4.50196
113 4.42776 0.0520021 0.0450044 10 4.61596
114 15 0.051641 0.0294849 10 4.46569
115 10.1591 0.0515959 0.0324259 10 4.48113
116 0.5 0.0515295 0.0299367 10 5.11227
117 15 0.0531735 0.0377661 10 4.6232
118 15 0.02256 0.0001 5.05418 0.0891896
119 15 0.052929 0.0001 10 4.5906
120 15 0.0527574 0.0183535 10 4.57485

Runs: 12 Converged
Total: 120 Done

Table 11: Design variables and objective values for block iteration 10

Number of runs in block: 12
Block solving time: 3 s
Total elapsed time: 108 s
Total number of runs: 120
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